
2001 +VAT Bag containing headphones, keyboard, 
tablet cases, cables, etc

2002 +VAT Bag containing Logitech wireless 
keyboard/mouse set, headphones, TV mount, 
tablet cases, etc

2003 +VAT Bag containing rifle scope, toner 
cartridges, tablet cases/covers, Angreat 
charging dock, router, etc

2004 +VAT Selection of various portable power banks

2005 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
accessories; chargers, adapters, earphones, etc

2006 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
cases and covers

2007 +VAT Bag containing cables, leads and PSUs

2008 +VAT Bag containing quantity of routers

2009 +VAT Quantity of various remote controls

2010 +VAT Mixed lot of electrical devices, 
accessories and sundries; `keyboard, headsets, 
chargers, boards, etc

2011 +VAT Various TP-Link network related devices 
and Devolo WiFi extenders

2012 +VAT Media boxes, gaming device, Logitech 
keyboard, PC mouse

2013 +VAT Cisco Switch, PC mice, glucose monitors, 
multi-plug, keyboard for Mac's, etc

2014 +VAT Mixed lot of electrical related 
devices/accessories

2015 +VAT BT Smart Hub 2, Plusnet Hub Two, EE 
Hybrid Connect, Sky hub and 2 other Plusnet 
routers

2016 +VAT 6x BT WiFi Disc's and 2x BT Hybrid 
Connect's

2017 +VAT Bag containing smoking related 
accessories; papers, tips, trays etc

2018 +VAT Mixed lot of chargers, PSUs, tablet cases, 
watch repair kit, scales, adapters, etc

2019 +VAT Garmin vivoactive 4s watch in box

2020 +VAT Fitbit Charge 5 GPS smartwatch, boxed

2021 +VAT Fitbit Charge 5 GPS smartwatch, boxed

2022 +VAT Citizen EcoDrive diver's edition 
wristwatch, boxed

2023 +VAT Citizen EcoDrive gents wristwatch, boxed

2024 +VAT Yellow metal chain with broken link

2025 +VAT 2 Rotary wristwatches with stainless steel 
straps

2026 Gents Hanowa Swiss Military stainless steel 
chronograph date wristwatch 
£80-90

2027 Gents Mondaine quartz stainless steel strap 
wristwatch 
£50-70

2028 +VAT Withings ScanWatch, boxed

2029 +VAT Lola Rose LR2228 ladies wristwatch with 
box

2030 Juicy Couture black label stainless steel 
wristwatch

2031 +VAT Vivienne Westwood sunglasses with 
carrycase and box

2032 +VAT Armani sunglasses with soft carrycase

2033 +VAT Elle ladies sunglasses with case

2034 +VAT Ray-Ban RB4068 sunglasses with 
hardcase

2035 +VAT Michael Kors MK1071 sunglasses

2036 +VAT Mulberry SML039 sunglasses frames with 
case

2037 +VAT Sony SRS-XB33 bluetooth speaker, 
boxed

2038 +VAT Sony SRS-XB33 bluetooth speaker, 
boxed

2039 +VAT Citizen chronograph stainless steel strap 
watch with box

2040 +VAT Klipsch Heritage Groove speaker, boxed

2041 +VAT Bose SoundLink Mini II SE speaker

2042 +VAT Sony SRS-XB13 bluetooth speaker with 
box and another

2043 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2044 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2045 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2046 +VAT LG ToneFree wireless earbuds with 
charging case in box

2047 +VAT LG ToneFree wireless earbuds with 
charging case in box

2048 +VAT LG ToneFree wireless earbuds with 
charging case in box

2049 +VAT LG ToneFree wireless earbuds with 
charging case in box

2050 +VAT LG ToneFree wireless earbuds with 
charging case

2051 +VAT Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless noise-
cancelling earbuds in box
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2052 +VAT Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless noise-
cancelling earbuds in box

2053 +VAT Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case

2054 +VAT Beats StudioBuds wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2055 +VAT Beats StudioBuds wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2056 +VAT Beats StudioBuds wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2057 +VAT Beats StudioBuds wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2058 +VAT Beats StudioBuds wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2059 +VAT B&O E4 noise-cancelling earphones with 
box

2061 +VAT Sonos One SL speaker, no box

2062 +VAT Sonos One SL speaker with box

2063 +VAT Ultimate Ears Wonderboom 2 portable 
bluetooth speaker in box

2064 +VAT Ultimate Ears Wonderboom 2 portable 
bluetooth speaker in box

2065 +VAT Ultimate Ears Wonderboom 2 portable 
bluetooth speaker in box

2066 +VAT Asus Vivobook X409JA laptop, Intel i5 
10th gen CPU, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage, 
running Windows 11, with PSU

2067 +VAT Asus Chromebook C424M with Intel 
Celeron CPU and foreign PSU

2068 +VAT Acer Chromebook CB315 with charger

2069 +VAT MSI DS502 PC gaming headset in box

2070 +VAT MSI DS502 PC gaming headset in box

2071 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 in box, possibly 
linked to an account

2072 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3, possibly linked to 
an account

2073 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 in box, possibly 
linked to an account

2074 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 in box, possibly 
linked to an account

2075 +VAT 3 Ring Chime Pro boxed units, possibly 
linked to an account

2076 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell Pro, possibly linked 
to an account

2077 +VAT Video door bell, possibly linked to account

2078 +VAT 3 Ring contact sensors in boxes

2079 +VAT Ring video doorbell, possibly linked to 
account

2080 +VAT Ring Chime Pro, possibly linked to 
account

2081 +VAT Ring outdoor siren alarm, possibly linked 
to account

2082 +VAT Ring chime together with a ring outdoor 
light camera, possibly linked to account

2083 +VAT Ring spotlight cam battery pack system, 
possibly linked to account

2084 +VAT Ring alarm wireless home security 
system, possibly linked to account

2085 +VAT Google Nest learning thermostat together 
with Nest temperature sensor

2086 +VAT 4 wireless 10W charging pads with boxes

2087 +VAT 4 wireless 10W charging pads with boxes

2088 +VAT 4 wireless 10W charging pads with boxes

2089 +VAT 4 wireless 10W charging pads with boxes

2090 Nokia 105 mobile phone, light blue in box

2091 +VAT *Sealed* Nokia 105 4th Edition mobile 
phone, in purple, boxed

2092 +VAT *Sealed* Nokia 105 4th Edition mobile 
phone, in purple, boxed

2093 +VAT Samsung Galaxy XCover Pro mobile 
phone, 64gb storage in black with box

2094 +VAT AKG Y500 bluetooth headphones in box

2095 +VAT Mophi 3 in 1 wireless charging pad

2096 +VAT Anker charge 2 10w wireless charging 
pad device in box

2097 +VAT Anker charge 2 devices at once 
powerwave dual pad charging station in box

2098 +VAT Anker charge 2 devices at once 
powerwave dual pad charging station in box

2099 +VAT Anker charge 2 devices at once 
powerwave dual pad charging station in box

2100 +VAT EPOSNOW point of sales system with till 
and EPOSNOW till receipt printer

2101 +VAT Xbox series X console with power supply 
and box

2102 +VAT Lenovo Idea Centre all in one computer 
with Intel i5 10th generation processor, 8gb 
RAM, 1tb hard drive, running Windows 10, 
including wired keyboard, mouse and box

2103 +VAT Razor 27" IPS gaming monitor, no box

2104 +VAT HP Elite book 840G5 laptop with Intel i5 
8th generation processor, 8gb RAM, 256gb 
storage, running Windows 10
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2105 +VAT Surface Duo dual screened mobile device 
with Qualcomm processor, 6gb RAM, 128gb 
storage in glacier white finish plus box

2106 +VAT Surface Duo dual screened mobile device 
with Qualcomm processor, 6gb RAM, 128gb 
storage in glacier white finish plus box

2107 +VAT Samsung Galaxy S10 5G mobile phone 
with box

2108 +VAT HP Pro X2612G2 all in one tablet with i5 
processor, 4gb RAM, 128gb storage and power 
supply

2109 +VAT Dell Latitude E5440 laptop, Intel i5 4th 
gen cpu, 8gb ram, 128gb storage running 
Windows 10 (no power supply)

2110 +VAT HP Pro tablet with Intel i5 processor, 5gb 
RAM, 128gb storage. Comes with keyboard 
attachment, no power supply

2111 +VAT LG Gram laptop with 14" display, Intel i7 
11th generation processor, 16gb RAM, 512gb 
storage, running Windows 11 and no power 
supply

2112 +VAT HP Pavilion laptop with 15" display, Intel 
i5 processor, 8gb RAM, 512gb storage with 
GTX1650 graphics card, running Windows 11 
plus power supply

2113 +VAT Lenovo Yoga Slim 7 laptop with Intel i5 
10th generation processor, 8gb RAM, 256gb 
storage, running Windows 10 includes power 
supply and box. Item as damage to hinged and 
frame

2114 +VAT Razor 27" IPS gaming monitor with box

2115 +VAT 32" TCL TV including remote (R33) model 
32ES568 including box (B57)

2116 +VAT PC specialist cased computer with 
motherboard including AMD Risen 5 processor, 
8gb RAM, 120gb storage, no graphics card

2117 +VAT Dell Latitude 5310 laptop with Intel i5 10th 
generation processor, 16gb RAM, 256gb 
storage, running Windows 10

2118 +VAT HP Pavilion 255G7 laptop with AMD 
processor, 4gb RAM, 128gb storage, running 
Windows 10

2119 +VAT Acer Travel Mate laptop with Intel i5 
processor, 8gb RAM, 256gb storage, running 
Windows 10, no power supply

2120 +VAT Dell Latitude 7300 laptop with Intel i7 8th 
generation processor, 16gb RAM, 256gb 
storage, running Windows 10. Screen not 
working needs external display, no power supply

2121 +VAT HP laptop with AMD processor, 4gb RAM, 
1tb storage, running Windows 10, no power 
supply

2122 +VAT HP Elite book 840G3 laptop with Intel i5 
processor, 8gb RAM (sold for spares and 
repairs, doesn't turn on, no power supply)

2123 +VAT Swan Floodlight home security system 
camera set in box

2124 +VAT HP 24'' all in one computer with damaged 
screen, Intel i3 8th gen cpu, 4gb ram, 1tb 
storage running Windows 11

2125 +VAT HP Prodesk desktop computer model 
400G7, Intel i5 10th gen cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb 
storage running Windows 10 with keyboard, 
mouse and box

2126 +VAT HP Prodesk desktop computer model 
400G7, Intel i5 10th gen cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb 
storage running Windows 10 with keyboard, 
mouse and box

2127 +VAT HP 24'' monitor with cracked screen in 
box

2128 Mixture of replacement console controllers and 
other accessories

2129 Xbox 360 with psu, controller and box

2130 +VAT Sony PlayStation 4 500gb console (unit 
only, no controllers, accessories)

2131 +VAT Sony Uncharted Drake's Fortune PS4 with 
box

2132 12 volumes to include volumes 2-13 of The 
Great War and a copy of Great Expectations by 
Charles Dickens published by Oxford

2133 Wireless keyboard and mouse set in box

2134 +VAT MSI Vigor GK30 keyboard and mouse

2135 +VAT 2 VITL Lu-Mini Life Science Solutions 
luminometers with boxes, Bechmark digital dry 
bath in box & test tube rack

2136 +VAT 3x ILUV Notebook Pro 15'' kits

2137 +VAT Bag containing a variety of replacement 
remote controls to include LG, Toshiba and 
others

2138 +VAT HP Envy Photo 6230 printer in box

2139 +VAT HP Colour LaserJet printer model 
MFP179FNW in box

2140 +VAT HP Colour LaserJet printer model 
MFP179FNW in box

2141 +VAT HP OfficeJet Pro 8022E printer in box

2142 +VAT HP OfficeJet Pro 8022E printer in box

2143 +VAT HP OfficeJet 8015 printer in box
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2144 2 Lenovo Thinkcentre M Series desktop 
computers

2145 +VAT HP OfficeJet Pro 8015 printer

2146 +VAT HP OfficeJet Pro 8015 printer

2147 +VAT HP Deskjet 3636 printer

2148 +VAT HP Colour LaserJet Pro printer model 
MFP-M283FDW

2149 +VAT Epson EcoTank model ET2851

2150 +VAT HP Envy Photo 7830 printer

2151 +VAT Epson EcoTank ET2711 printer

2152 Brother LT6505 toner tray in box

2153 +VAT Epson EcoTank ET2711 printer

2154 Box containing a variety of wireless and wired 
keyboards

2155 3 laptops for spares and repairs to include an 
HP laptop

2156 Various laptops for spares and repairs to include 
Lenovo, Acer and others

2157 4 various Dell laptops for spares and repairs

2158 Mikro Elektronika kits

2159 +VAT Nintendo Switch Ring Fit Adventure pack 
with console, JoyCon controllers, dock and psu 
(no game)

2160 +VAT be quiet! Dark Rock 4 CPU cooler

2161 +VAT XFX Radeon HD 6790 graphics card

2162 +VAT PS5 DualSense wireless controller

2163 Xbox One Winter Forces controller in box

2164 +VAT Razor Wolverine V2 Xbox controller in 
box

2165 +VAT Razor Wolverine V2 Xbox controller in 
box

2166 Apple Macbook Air model A1466 (no psu)

2167 Apple Macbook Pro model A1286 running 
Windows 10 with psu

2168 +VAT Razer Kraken surround sound gaming 
headset in box

2169 +VAT Nextbase 300W dashcam in box

2170 +VAT Nextbase 300W dashcam in box

2171 +VAT Connected Essentials signal blocking key 
store

2172 +VAT Ring video doorbell 1st generation 
(Doorbell only, possibly locked to account)

2173 3 lenses to include a Canon 50mm lens, Canon 
EFS1-85mm Ultrasonic lens and a Sigma 70-
300mm digital lens

2174 Nikon Coolpix 500 camera in box

2175 +VAT Ceek VR headset

2176 +VAT LG Xboom PN7 speaker with box

2177 +VAT Samsung soundbar model HWQ600A 
with wireless subwoofer and remote

2178 +VAT Samsung soundbar model HWQ600A 
with wireless subwoofer (no remote)

2179 +VAT Sonos Beam wifi speaker in white with 
box

2180 +VAT Sonos Beam wifi speaker in white with 
box

2181 +VAT LG Xboom 360 bluetooth speaker model 
RP4G with box

2182 +VAT LG Xboom 360 bluetooth speaker model 
RP4G with box

2183 +VAT LG Xboom 360 bluetooth speaker model 
RP4G with box

2184 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop computer, 
core i5 9th gen cpu with wired keyboard, mouse 
and monitor

2185 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop computer, 
core i5 9th gen cpu with wired keyboard, mouse 
and monitor

2186 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop computer, 
core i5 9th gen cpu with wired keyboard, mouse 
and monitor

2187 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop computer, 
core i5 9th gen cpu with wired keyboard, mouse 
and monitor

2188 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop computer, 
core i5 9th gen cpu with wired keyboard, mouse 
and monitor

2189 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop computer, 
core i5 9th gen cpu with wired keyboard, mouse 
and monitor

2190 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop computer, 
core i5 9th gen cpu with wired keyboard, mouse 
and monitor

2191 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop tower 
computer, core i5 9th gen cpu (no other 
accessories, desktop only)

2192 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop tower 
computer, core i5 9th gen cpu (no other 
accessories, desktop only)
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2193 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop tower 
computer, core i5 9th gen cpu (no other 
accessories, desktop only)

2194 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop tower 
computer, core i5 9th gen cpu (no other 
accessories, desktop only)

2195 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop tower 
computer, core i5 9th gen cpu (no other 
accessories, desktop only)

2196 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop tower 
computer, core i5 9th gen cpu (no other 
accessories, desktop only)

2197 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop tower 
computer, core i5 9th gen cpu (no other 
accessories, desktop only)

2198 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop tower 
computer, core i5 9th gen cpu (no other 
accessories, desktop only)

2199 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop computer, 
core i5 9th gen cpu with Dell monitor

2200 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 desktop computer, 
core i5 9th gen cpu with Dell monitor

2201 +VAT Lenovo Yoga laptop with i7-1065G7, 
16GB RAM, 512GB SSD, Windows 11, box and 
PSU

2202 +VAT Lenovo Yoga C940-14 laptop with i7-
1065G7, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD and Windows 
10

2203 +VAT Acer Aspire A315-22 laptop with AMD A9-
9420, 4GB RAM, 1TB HDD, Windows 10 and 
PSU

2204 +VAT HP 250 G6 laptop with i5-7200U, 8GB 
RAM, 500GB, Windows 10 and PSU (a/f 
damaged)

2205 +VAT DuoDuoGo tablet with case and box

2206 +VAT Amazon Fire HD 8 Kids 32GB tablet

2207 +VAT Asus FX506H Tuf gaming laptop with i5-
11400H/BGA, 8GB RAM, 512GB SSD, 
Windows 10, box and PSU

2208 +VAT Dell Latitude 7390 laptop with i5-8350U, 
8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, Windows 10 and PSU

2209 +VAT Dell Lattitude 5420 laptop with i5-1145G7, 
16GB RAM, 256GB SSD and Windows 10

2210 +VAT Lenovo 14e Chromebook

2211 +VAT Samsung Tab A7 SM-T505 32GB tablet 
with box and charger

2212 +VAT Amazon Fire TV Stick 4K

2213 +VAT myPOS Mini Ice portable POS terminal

2214 +VAT Jumper Tech EZbook X1s laptop with 
Intel N4000, 4GB RAM, 128GB SSD, box and 
PSU

2215 +VAT 2x Xbox 360 S consoles with 1 controller 
and PSUs and Xbox 360 console with controller 
and PSU (no HDD)

2216 +VAT Nintendo Wii console with controllers and 
accessories

2217 +VAT Samsung Galaxy S21 FE 5G 128GB 
smartphone

2218 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Galaxy A22 5G 64GB 
smartphone

2219 +VAT Samsung Galaxy S10 32GB smartphone 
with box and charger

2220 +VAT Nuu A5X smartphone with box and 
charger

2221 +VAT *Sealed* Honor 50 256GB smartphone

2222 +VAT Selection of mobile phones; 3x Nokia 
105's, Nokia 110 4G, Nokia 5310, Emporia 
MD212 and IMO Dash 4G

2223 +VAT iPod 4GB A1199 with cable

2224 +VAT iPod Shuffle A1373 2GB

2225 +VAT Panasonic SC-UX100 CD stereo system

2226 +VAT DigitNow! CD turntable cassette radio 
player

2227 +VAT Logitech PC surround sound speaker set 
with Creative Inspire 5.1 5300

2228 +VAT HP Envy 6020e all in one colour printer

2229 +VAT Sony TRV15E handycam camcorder

2230 +VAT Chelsea FC 'Cech 7' medium goalkeeper 
football shirt bearing signature (unverified)

2231 +VAT Celtic FC football bearing 1 signature 
(unverified)

2232 +VAT NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680 graphics card

2233 +VAT Nasa Marine Target NavTex Pro-Plus 
cabin data streamer

2234 +VAT Storz & Bickel Volcano Digit herb 
vaporiser

2235 +VAT AKG P420 condenser microphone

2236 +VAT InnoGear microphone stand set

2237 +VAT Sennheiser Momentum wireless 
headphones

2238 +VAT Renogy Empowered Monitoring Screen 
for smart lithium energy batteries

2239 +VAT Renogy Empowered Monitoring Screen 
for smart lithium energy batteries
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2240 +VAT Mevo Plus streaming camera with Hama 
stand

2241 +VAT Blue Yeti USB microphone

2242 +VAT Yealink SIP-T33G and W60P IP Phone's

2243 +VAT Various hearing aid accessories from 
ReSound

2244 +VAT Alesis RealHat Pedal

2245 +VAT Cased silver plate cutlery set

2246 +VAT Pair of Carl Wetzlar 20 x 50 binoculars

2247 +VAT Nintendo Switch Lite

2248 +VAT OmniPod Dash diabetes manager

2249 +VAT Nikon D610 SLR camera body, box and 
charger

2250 +VAT Nikon D60 SLR camera with Nikon DX 
AF-S 18-55mm lens and Lowepro case

2251 +VAT Samsung WB500 10MP digital camera 
with case

2252 +VAT Fujifilm S9500 9MP digital camera with 
case

2253 +VAT Logitech Streamcam

2254 +VAT Wireless security camera

2255 +VAT Fujigilm Instax Link Wide smartphone 
printer

2256 +VAT 2x camcorders, mini HD camera and 
camera accessories

2257 +VAT Nintendo DS and Sony PSP

2258 +VAT Sony SRS-XB37 wireless speaker

2259 +VAT Trebl splash proof speaker

2260 +VAT Hidizs S9 Pro Balanced DAC & AMP

2261 +VAT AiMoonsa B27 64GB MP3 player

2262 +VAT Whoop 4.0 SuperKnit activity tracker

2263 +VAT Fitbit Inspire 2 activity tracker

2264 +VAT 3x activity trackers

2265 +VAT Bose OE2 headphones

2266 +VAT *Sealed* Nothing Technology wireless 
earphones

2267 +VAT *Sealed* Nothing Technology wireless 
earphones

2268 +VAT Bose Sport wireless earphones 472929

2269 +VAT Bose SoundSport wireless earphones

2270 +VAT Sony WF-1000XM4 and Samsung SM-
R177 wireless earphones

2271 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro wireless earphones 
with case

2272 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro wireless earphones 
with 2x other charging cases

2273 +VAT LyperTek Pureplay Z3 wireless earphones

2274 +VAT *Sealed* LG Tone Free wireless 
earphones

2275 +VAT WD My Passport 2TB

2276 +VAT Corsair 32GB (2x16GB) RAM and Crucial 
DDR4-3200 16GB RAM

2277 +VAT Switch Pro controller

2278 +VAT Nintendo Gamecube controller

2279 +VAT EVGA XR1 Lite gaming capture card

2280 +VAT ROG Strix B560-1 gaming WiFi 
motherboard

2281 +VAT *Sealed* Blink Outdoor security camera 
set

2282 +VAT PS5 DualSense black wireless controller

2283 +VAT PS4 DualShock wireless controller

2284 +VAT *Sealed* Microsoft Surface Pro keyboard

2285 +VAT Sony Extra Bass SRS-XB33 wireless 
speaker

2286 +VAT EchoShow 8 HD smart display

2287 +VAT SwannCloud HD pan & tilt WiFi security 
camera

2288 +VAT Dahua network camera

2289 +VAT HeimVision HM311 WiFi security camera

2290 +VAT Samsung SmartCam WiFi home camera

2291 +VAT Yale Keyless Lock

2292 +VAT *Sealed* Google Nest Mini 2nd 
Generation

2293 +VAT 3x Amazon Fire TV Stick 4k's

2294 +VAT Auto-Vox Solar1-C-UK2 wireless 
reversing camera

2295 +VAT Elephas LED video projector

2296 +VAT *Sealed* Sony WH-CH700N noise 
cancelling wireless headphones

2297 +VAT *Sealed* Sony WH-CH510 wireless 
headphones

2298 +VAT Beats Solo HD headphones (a/f)

2299 +VAT BT Essential Digital Home Phone

2300 +VAT Focusrite Saffire PRO 24 audio interface

2301 +VAT Focusrite Scarlett 2i4 audio interface
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2302 +VAT DBX 266XL compressor/gate processor

2303 +VAT TP-Link Omada EAP225-Outdoor WiFi 
access point

2304 +VAT Astro A50 wireless headset and 
basestation

2305 +VAT EPOS H6PRO gaming headset

2306 +VAT Zamkol wireless speaker

2307 +VAT Huawei AI Cube smart speaker

2308 +VAT Yealink Gigabit SIP-T42U and W53P IP 
Phones

2309 +VAT Shure SM58 microphone with case

2310 +VAT Creatures of Legend cigarette card 
booklet, Hints on Association Football cigarette 
card booklet and vintage 'New Zealand through 
the Camera' photo's of 'White Terrace'

2311 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 core i5 9th gen 
desktop computer with monitor

2312 +VAT Dell Optiplex 3070 core i5 9th gen 
desktop computer with monitor

2313 +VAT Box containing large quantity of Xbox 360 
headsets

2314 2 LCD TV's by DMTech and Sharp for spares

2315 4 boxed Vaddio HDMI 1 link devices

2316 +VAT Selection of sunglasses and reading 
glasses

2317 2 bags containing a large quantity of boxed 
webcams

2318 +VAT Bag containing selfie sticks and bluetooth 
controllers

2319 Boxed moon lamp, mobile phone holder and 
radio

2320 +VAT Singing Machine wifi karaoke system with 
pedestal unit in box

2321 +VAT (R41) TCL 75'' 4K TV model 75P615K 
with remote (no stand, no box)

2322 +VAT Sony 65'' OLED 4K TV model XR65A80K

2323 +VAT (R40) LG 48'' 4K OLED TV model 
OLED48C14LB with remote

2324 +VAT (R47) Toshiba 55'' TV model 
55QA4C63DB with remote (no stand, 
intermittent screen)

2325 +VAT (R37/R38) Samsung 55'' TV model 
UE55M5510AK with remotes

2326 +VAT (R39) HiSense 55'' 4K TV model 
55A7GQTUK with remote

2327 +VAT (R43) HiSense 40'' TV model 
40A5600FTUK with remote and box B61

2328 +VAT (R24/25 and B50) Samsung 58" 4K TV 
model UE58AU7100K

2329 +VAT (R19 & B47) 32" Toshiba TV model 
32WK3C63DB

2330 +VAT (R21/22 & B48) 43" Samsung TV model 
QE43L902AAU

2331 +VAT R65 32" Philips TV, 32PFS6805 B29

2332 +VAT R1 Toshiba 32" TV, 32WK3C63DB B30

2333 +VAT (R35 & B59) 32" TCL TV model 32ES568

2334 +VAT (R34 & B58) 32" Hisense TV model 
32A4GTUK (no stand, damage to the right hand 
side of screen)

2335 2x TV's to include a Samsung 50'' TV model 
UE50MU6120K and a Sharp 24'' TV

2336 TCL 50" 4K TV model 50EP658 with remote 
controls

2337 Sony 43" TV with wall mount system, remote 
control and power supply

2338 +VAT 5x TV's with boxes to include LG, 
Samsung and Cello (all with damaged screens, 
sold for spares and repairs)

2339 +VAT (R27 & B52) 50" Toshiba 4K TV model 
50UA2B63DB

2340 +VAT (R26 & B51) 50" Toshiba 4K TV model 
50UA2B63DB

2341 +VAT (R18) 43" Toshiba 4K TV model 
43UL5A63DB

2342 +VAT R16 Sony 43" 4K TV KD-43X89J B45

2343 +VAT Dell Alienware Aurora R13 PC with Intel i9 
12900KF cpu, 64gb ram, 2tb storage, RTX 3080 
10gb gpu running Windows 11 with keyboard, 
mouse and box

2344 An American export silver mounted leather belt, 
two silver bracelets and a part gold bracelet (4) 
£30-50

2345 2 silver candlesticks bearing hallmarks

2346 Selection of first day covers and white metal 
stamp holder

2347 A group of silver mounted, metalware and base 
metal manicure items and scissors (qty) (af) 
£20-30

2348 Sterling silver curved chain style bracelet 
marked 925

2349 +VAT Sir Benjamin Collins Brodie bronze tribute 
medal in black leather case lettered with 
'Presented to Peter Bellinjer Brodie ESQR by 
Committee of the Brodie Testimonial'
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2350 Various Pokémon and other collectors card in 
binder and box

2351 Various paperback Brook Bond tea card sets 
and other collectors cards in bag

2352 Rhodesian hand carved soap stone chess set 
complete with all pieces and board, circa 
1950's/1960's

2353 2 Epson Pulse PS100 fitness bands

2354 +VAT 3x Amazon Echo's and 1x EchoDot

2355 +VAT Beats Pill wireless speaker in stand

2356 +VAT Moto G9 play mobile phone in box

2357 +VAT Behringer TO800 Vintage Tube Overdrive 
pedal

2358 +VAT Samson Go Mic USB microphone

2359 +VAT *Sealed* UrBeats 3 wired earphones

2360 +VAT *Sealed* UrBeats 3 wired earphones

2361 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A13 64gb mobile phone 
(no case)

2362 +VAT 3 Kingston ssd's to include 120gb ssds

2363 Apple iPad Mini model A1432 with charger 
(wrong box)

2364 +VAT Zettle Reader 2

2365 +VAT Zettle Reader 2 portable card reader

2366 +VAT PayPal portable card reader

2367 +VAT Trail Camera PR100

2368 +VAT Trail Camera PR100

2369 +VAT Jaguar wireless headphones with pouch

2370 +VAT TP-Link AC1900 and TP-Link AC1200 
routers

2371 Creative Soundblaster Audio GRX audio card 
with other PC components and equipment

2372 X Factor Marvel comics and other collectable 
comics

2373 Apple Magic keyboard in box

2374 Bike light and GPS tracker by Curve

2375 HD sports action camera

2376 3 Now TV Sky boxes together with a Terrain 550 
binatone walkie talkie set

2377 Now TV kit with remote in bag

2378 BM70 wireless mini phone

2379 Apple iPod shuffle unit

2380 Various mobile phones for spares and repairs 
(possibly locked to accounts)

2381 Nikkai TV viewing box with remote

2382 Pair of wireless bluetooth headphones (no 
adaptors, no accessories)

2383 Retevis 2 way radio set

2384 +VAT Samsung 870 Evo 1TB SSD

2385 4 x stamp albums in binders with contents 
including GB stamps

2386 3 x stamp albums with world stamps

2387 3 x stamp album binders with contents to include 
first day covers

2388 Absolute swamp thing by Alan Moore Vol 2 in a 
sealed hardback case

2389 Frank Sinatra collection singles LP's to include 
songs from Carousel

2390 Various collectors booklets, postcards, scrap 
books etc

2391 Selection of Marilyn Monroe books, photo 
albums and various other ephemera

2392 Selection of 5 stamp albums including various 
world stamps

2393 2 hard back vintage photo albums with contents

2394 Various Star Trek collectors edition binders with 
magazines and various DVD's

2395 Box containing a wide variety of world stamps, 
some loose and some on paper

2396 Box of various Charlton athletic and other 
football match day programs to include several 
1960's Charlton athletic programs

2397 Various football memorabilia to included signed 
balls, scarves etc

2398 Various framed and glazed football memorabilia 
fan made pictures to include some signed 
(Unverified) including Arsenal vs Westham 
United final 10th May 1980

2399 Crate containing various graphic novels to 
include Wolverine origins

2400 Various comic books to include Zombie world 
and various others

2401 Selection of collectable Match Attax and other 
collectors card magazines to include Star Wars 
Rogue One Topps collectors binder

2402 Selection of various postcards which include 
various aeronautical postcards

2403 Tray containing GB and other world stamps

2404 Selection of various match day programs to 
include a Manchester City football program Vs 
Valencia 1972
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2405 Various match day and collectible football 
programs

2406 Jaguar limited edition calendar in protective 
sleeve

2407 Tamashi film camera with tripod and fitted case 
£15-20

2408 Bowlex 8mm film camera with leather case

2409 Pix Pro accessory pack

2410 Nikon D70S camera with accessories

2411 Olympus C series digital compact camera in box

2412 Camera film lenses plus various mounts and 
fittings

2413 Bag containing various camera equipment inc. 
Yashika, 230AF camera, and Polaroid Impulse 
camera

2414 Camera accessories, vintage headsets, 
headphones to include Wharfedale DD1 
headphones

2415 Box of various mixed cameras etc

2416 Wide selection of over 100 Star Trek related 
ship and other models in boxes

2417 Sanyo TRC6030 micro cassette transcribing 
system

2418 Various vintage audio headphones to include 
Hammond West audio etc

2419 Large quantity over several boxes of magazines

2420 Sky watcher telescope with tripod, mobile power 
station with spot light and other accessories

2421 Shell collectible Ferrari models in boxes

2422 Collection of Pokémon magazines, DVD's, 
figures, stuffed toys etc

2423 2 trays of various play worn figures

2424 6 boxes containing a quantity of play worn die 
cast vehicles

2425 Selection of various figures to include Star Wars 
pop vinyl figure

2426 Wide selection of over 50ft of Scalextric track

2427 Boxes of various action figures

2428 Tray of play worn die cast vehicles

2429 Flight case containing various costume jewellery 
items

2430 Selection of die cast vehicles and diorama sets

2431 Large suitcase containing various costume 
jewellery cases

2432 Blue plastic crate containing various jewellery 
boxes and loose jewellery items

2433 Wide selection of Light Joy Eco crystal vaping 
coil sets with another bag of various single use 
vape sets plus a box containing selection of 
various vapes kits and flavourings

2434 Pandora ring in box

2435 2 yellow metal earrings with pouch

2436 925 marked ring with case

2437 Various charms for charm bracelets, possibly 
Pandora

2438 Various charms for charm bracelets, possibly 
Pandora

2439 Bag of costume jewellery items and 
wristwatches to include a Sekonda watch

2440 A 19th century papier mache ink stand, the 
black lacquered body with mother-of-pearl inlay, 
w. 30 cm 
£20-30

2441 Outlaw presentation case for the miniature 
antique firearm gun

2442 A group of Butlins, Fiat 850, Cleveland Discol 
and other badges together with a 1946 Butlins 
patch (16) 
£20-30

2443 A small group of bone bobbins including 'I Love 
Me My Love', 'Mary Anne Roberts', 'Be A 
Love...', 'Love Don't Be Falcse' etc. (7) 
£20-30

2444 A Corgi Toys 437 Superior Ambulance, boxed 
£30-50

2445 Corgi toys musical Walls ice cream van model 
474 with box

2446 Plastic case containing various gents wrist 
watches for spares and repairs

2447 Elvis Presley wristwatch together with Beatles 
watch and 2 other stainless steel watches which 
include Emporia Armani

2448 Case of costume jewellery and watches

2449 John Truster chronology single volume 
£30-40

2450 Selection of white metal ware costume jewellery 
items including some silver

2451 A group of forty-four glass magic lantern slides, 
mainly military and Eastern interest 
£20-30

2452 A set of early 20th century bone and ebony 
dominoes, boxed 
£15-20
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2453 A group of thirteen vintage tins of pipe tobacco 
by Philip Morris & Co. and Briggs 
£30-50

2454 Military marked collectors plate together with 
EPS cutlery and other table ware cutlery

2455 Bag containing a selection of empty jewellery 
cases

2456 Jewellery case with limited contents

2457 Small selection of bracelets and necklaces

2458 Nike watch with damaged strap

2459 Tray of cigarette cards to include Will cigarette 
cards and others

2460 NY London wristwatch together with a cased 
open movement Wainer swiss made watch

2461 Ladies Seiko wristwatch together with watch 
case

2462 Various small costume jewellery to include some 
silver rings and loose watches, some boxed

2463 Limit number 2 pocket watch with roman dial, 
damage to second hand plus case

2464 Yellow metal bracelet with lock pendant, clasp 
marked 375LC

2465 Small selection of watches

2466 Small selection of medals to include the first 
world war service medal marked PTE-
H.J.Cheshire, Bedford regiment plus a further 
first world war medal marked PTE-H.Leaney, 
Bedfordshire YED

2467 Sheaffer pen with personalised name

2468 Philips FW355 mini hi-fi system with speakers

2469 Lamborghini 14 scale RC car

2470 Glass mould of a head

2471 Withernsea vase

2472 3 vintage wine bottles together with a stopper

2473 Collection of Corgi and other vintage dinky cars

2474 China headed clown figure on swing

2475 A tooled leather business case with various 
fitments 
£10-20

2476 A collection of semi-precious gemstone samples 
including agate, alabaster, fluorspar, malachite, 
labradorite etc. 
£20-30

2477 A group of six 1970's silk-type scarfs 
£20-30

2478 A Picot Puppet 'Pierrot' and two Pelham 
Puppets 'Tyrolean Boy' and 'Tyrolean Girl', all 
boxed (3) 
£20-30

2479 Selection of pop vinyl figures to include Star 
Wars figures and others (9 in total)

2480 Space strike solar system target game in box

2481 Matchbox models of yesteryear die cast vehicles 
x 19

2482 Cardboard tray containing various HO and OO 
gauge rolling stock and engines

2483 Mixture of various PC mice and keyboards

2484 Crate containing a variety of figures and 
figurines including some other toys

2485 Logitech surround sound speaker set in box

2486 Sony CD player radio and other speaker sets in 
box

2487 Bag containing a variety of tablet and phone 
covers

2488 2 vintage slide projectors in boxes

2489 Samsung 32" LCD TV with separate stand, no 
remote

2490 26" Sony Bravia LCD TV

2491 Bowes and Wilkins active subwoofer

2492 Aiwa hi-fi system in box model LCX-330

2493 Yamaha natural sound AV amplifier DSP-AX620

2494 Selection of DVD's and CD's

2495 Old Cisco 4000 series network equipment 
together with a Cisco 2513 controller

2496 Tray containing old digital cameras and a 
selection of other cabling

2497 Compact disc players and 2 turn tables

2498 B&O Beogram 1100 turntable, no stylus and 
damaged hinge

2499 Beomaster 1900 collectors item

2500 Video cassette recorder and a Bush vintage 
radio

2501 Yamaha TMX drum trigger module

2502 Native instruments machine groove production 
studio kit

2503 Ion turntable

2504 Kenwood CD mini disc changer control module

2505 Various hard drive banks and Netgear routers

2506 +VAT Bontec Table Top TV stand ST10-v04
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2507 Rip speed DVD player together with a another 
DVD player

2508 Blaupunkt 22" TV with remote control

2509 Toshiba 19" TV with remote

2510 Alba 16" TV with remote control

2511 Best Tech stand 3D mount for iPad

2512 Argos 7" DVD player

2513 Cambridge audio integrated A1 amplifier

2514 Box containing various LP vinyl records

2515 Selection of Beatles records include a Mono 
version of a Hard Days Night

2516 Various Elvis Presley LP

2517 Frankie goes to Hollywood, Police and Madonna 
vinyl records

2518 Approximately 100 vinyl records, LP's and 
singles plus various CD's

2519 Sony home theatre system, DVD player with 
subwoofer and satellite speakers

2520 Tray of various CD's to include Sting and various 
others

2521 Wide selection of camera kit accessories to 
include trolley wheel mounts, lighting, cables, 
tripods, backdrops etc

2522 Tray containing GB currency, early foreign coins

2523 Sheet containing various coins including a 
limited edition 2021 half crown

2524 FA cup centenary medals token set together 
with a selection of 78's vinyl records and various 
stamp books with contents

2525 Mini moog 5 software pack

2526 Sony DAB micro hifi system with speakers

2527 Laminator, solar panel and portable solar 
generator

2528 Viewsonic dock for air pad panel model V110 in 
box

2529 Various motorised lens equipment, possibly for 
CCTV cameras

2530 Pair of castle floor standing speakers including 
one with minor damage to input

2531 2 Quad electro static loudspeakers to include 1 
with damaged membrane

2532 Pair of floor standing Skytronic speakers

2533 2 powered subwoofers to include LTax and 
Acoustic Solutions

2534 Pair of Fisher loudspeakers

2535 Pair of Sony bookshelf speakers

2536 Philips FB290 speakers with covers and stands

2537 Cambridge Audio Minx X200 powered 
subwoofer

2538 +VAT Yamaha JA-3058A speaker driver

2539 Pair of Rogers Studio 7 loudspeakers

2540 Pair of Bowers & Wilkins DM5 loudspeakers (no 
covers)

2541 Philips FP260 turntable with stand

2542 Drumstool seat stand

2543 Torque TD Series loudspeakers on QTX 
speaker stand

2544 +VAT Casio CTK2550 keyboard in box

2545 +VAT Casio LK-136 keyboard in box

2546 Newmark IDJ2 unit with psu and audio cables

2547 2 guitar practice speakers to include a SKAK10A 
and a Realistic

2548 HW International stereo mixer with equalizer

2549 LTC 700 amplifier

2550 3 quarter size 6 Herald string acoustic guitar

2551 +VAT Martin Smith 6 string acoustic guitar with 
broken string

2552 B&M London Jose Ferrer half size acoustic 
guitar

2553 Philipson guitar speaker

2554 Lincoln Selmer trumpet with mouthpiece and 
case

2555 Pair of Passive felt covered loudspeakers with 
handles

2556 Vintage violin with bow and hard case

2557 Glass tier TV stand, Samsung soundbar and TV 
in box

2558 11 various black picture frames

2559 +VAT Bag containing various sunglasses and 
reading glass frames, some damaged (spares & 
repairs)

2560 +VAT Bag containing loose electrical sundries, 
speaker, in-car adapters, pocket juice power 
banks

2561 +VAT Bag containing various charging 
equipment, Anker and Mophie wireless charging 
pads etc

2562 +VAT Bag containing a variety of Warhammer 
style miniature painted figures, individually 
wrapped in bubble wrap
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2563 +VAT TC Electronic Choka Tremolo bypass 
switch for guitar

3001 +VAT 3x Pairs of Ladies Sketchers Trainers in 
Black, 2x UK Size 4, 1x UK Size 4.5

3002 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing, 
Underwear & Swimwear in various sizes, 
including Callaway, Crew Clothing.

3003 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Puma Trainers & Gant 
Polo T Shirt.

3004 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Calvin Klein & DKNY

3005 +VAT A bag containing a large quantity of 
Ladies Jumper Dresses in Black, Grey & Pink in 
various sizes.

3006 +VAT A bag containing 12x Ladies Mondetta 
Full Zip Jackets in various sizes.

3007 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Elle

3008 A bag containing Children's Pyjamas and 
Blanket in various sizes.

3009 A bag containing 2x Boys Black Parka Coats in 
Small.

3010 +VAT A bag containing various sizes White 
Towels.

3011 +VAT A bag containing various sizes White 
Towels.

3012 +VAT A bag containing various sizes White 
Towels.

3013 +VAT A bag containing various sizes White 
Towels.

3014 +VAT A bag containing various sizes White 
Towels.

3015 +VAT A bag containing various sizes White 
Towels.

3016 +VAT A bag containing various sizes White 
Towels.

3017 +VAT 3 Hotel Grand Pillows.

3018 +VAT 3 Hotel Grand Pillows.

3019 +VAT 3 Blankets/Throws, 1x Weighted Grey 
Blanket and 2x Large Throws.

3020 +VAT 3 various Blankets/Throws.

3021 +VAT 3 various Blankets/Throws.

3022 +VAT A bag containing Kitchen Aid Oven 
Gloves in Red & Grey

3023 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Champion, Adidas, 
Puma, Fila, Tommy Jeans, Under Armour.

3024 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Tommy Jeans, DKNY

3025 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including 2x pairs of Adidas 
Sliders UK size 6 & 7.

3026 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including 6x Crew Clothing Polo T 
Shirts, Fila, 32 degree cool.

3027 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Adidas, Under Armour, 
Berghaus, Crew Clothing

3028 +VAT A bag containing 17x Men's Navy 
Champion T Shirts in Small.

3029 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes.

3030 +VAT A bag containing De Walt Gilet in Black 
Medium, Berghaus T shirt and various pairs of 
shorts.

3031 A bag containing 16 Sets of Girls Long Sleeve T 
Shirts in various sizes.

3032 A bag containing 16 Sets of Girls Long Sleeve T 
Shirts in various sizes.

3033 A bag containing a large quantity of Girls 
Dresses in various sizes.

3034 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Fila, Crew Clothing, 
Berghaus

3035 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Puma, 
Champion

3036 +VAT A bag containing 10x pairs of Men's 
Adidas Red Shorts in various sizes.

3037 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Adidas.

3038 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Black 
Speedo Swimming Costumes in various sizes.

3039 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Black 
Speedo Swimming Costumes in various sizes.

3040 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Speedo 
Swimming Costumes in various styles and sizes

3041 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Speedo 
Swimming Costumes in various styles and sizes

3042 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear, 
Socks & 7x Speedo Swimming Costumes in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Carole 
Hochman, Puma.

3043 +VAT 1x Large Long Mink Colour Cushion & 4x 
Orchre Cushions.
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3044 +VAT A bag containing 1x Pair of Armani 
Trousers in Grey (36 x32), 1x Black Armani Polo 
T Shirt (Medium), 1x White Hugo Boss Polo T 
Shirt (Medium) & 1x Navy Ralph Lauren Polo T 
Shirt (Large).

3045 +VAT A box containing Men's Pringle 
Underwear in various sizes.

3046 +VAT A bag containing Men's and Ladies 
Trainers in various sizes, including Skechers & 
Puma

3047 A bag containing a large quantity of Children's 
Clothing in various sizes.

3048 +VAT A bag containing 9x pairs of Ladies Black 
Crop Trousers in various sizes.

3049 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Unionbay, Gerry, 32 
degrees cool.

3050 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Crew Clothing, Tommy 
Jeans, Puma, Berghaus.

3051 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes, including Tommy 
Jeans, Weatherproof, Andrew Marc.

3052 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Fila, Jack Wills, Tommy 
Jeans.

3053 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Tommy Jeans, 
Fila.

3054 +VAT A bag containing 7x Under Armour Black 
Training Tops & 4x Under Armour Black T Shirts 
in various sizes.

3055 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes, including Elephant Blanket, Puma 
Joggers.

3056 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes, including Levi Jeans, Puma Jogger, 
Champion Shorts.

3057 A box containing Kids & Youth Puma Socks in 
various sizes.

3058 A box containing Kids & Youth Puma Socks in 
various sizes.

3059 +VAT 2x Children's Slumber Bags, 1x Dinosaur 
& 1x Unicorn

3060 +VAT A bag containing 5x Pairs of Ladies Fila 
Trainers in Grey & Orange, 1x UK Size 4, 2x UK 
Size 4.5 & 2x UK Size 5.

3061 +VAT A bag containing 6x Pairs of Ladies Fila 
Trainers in Grey & Orange, 2x UK Size 4, 1x UK 
Size 4.5 & 3x UK Size 5.

3062 +VAT A bag containing 7x Pairs of Ladies 
Cream Fila Trainers all UK Size 4.5

3063 A bag containing 3x Pairs of Men's Boots, 1x De 
Walt Black Boots UK Size 11, 1x Khombu Brown 
Boots UK Size 9, 1x Columbia Brown Boot UK 
Size 10.

3064 +VAT A bag containing 2x Large Grey Patterned 
Throws.

3065 +VAT A bag containing 3x Throws in Grey & 
Blue.

3066 +VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear in 
various sizes, including Columbia, Calvin Klein 
& Puma.

3067 +VAT A bag containing Men's Puma Underwear 
in various sizes.

3068 +VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear & 
Socks in various sizes, including Calvin Klein, 
Ralph Lauren, Pringle, Puma.

3069 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear & 
Socks in various sizes, including DKNY, Elle, 
Puma.

3070 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Puma, Carole 
Hochman.

3071 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Callaway, Puma, Under 
Armour, Champion, Crew Clothing.

3072 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Calvin Klein.

3073 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Calvin Klein, Speedo 
Swimming Costumes.

3074 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including The North Face, Fila, 
Champion, Speedo Swimming Costumes.

3075 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Under Armour, Adidas, 
Puma.

3076 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Jachs New York Shorts 
in various colours.

3077 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including Calvin Klein, DKNY.

3078 +VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear, 
Socks and Accessories in various sizes, 
including Calvin Klein, Ralph Lauren, Puma.

3079 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes, including Puma, Champion, Sketchers 
Trainers UK Size 13.
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3080 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes, including Levi's, Puma, Wellies UK Size 
11.5

3081 +VAT A bag containing 2x Hotel Grand Pillows 
& 1x Night Owl Coverless Double Duvet.

3082 +VAT A bag containing 1x Men's Grey Emporio 
Armani Polo T Shirt in Medium, 8x Ralph Lauren 
Polo Crew Neck T Shirts in various colours and 
sizes, 1x Pair of Adidas Sliders UK Size 11.

3083 +VAT 2x Large Ivory Cushions.

3084 +VAT A bag containing 3x Pairs of Men's & 
Ladies Slippers, 2x Men's Brown UK Size 10 & 
9, 1x Ladies Totes Leopard Grey Size Small.

3085 +VAT 2x Sanderson Luxury Deep Filled Pillows.

3086 +VAT 4x Snuggledown Soft As Down Pillows.

3087 +VAT 3x Hotel Grand Pillows

3088 +VAT 3x Hotel Grand Pillows

3089 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes, including The Comfy Original 
Wearable Blanket, Jezebel & Carole Hochman.

3090 +VAT A bag containing a large quantity of Men's 
Fila T Shirts in Black, White & Grey in Small.

3091 +VAT A pallet of Used Clothes, Shoes, Odd 
Shoes, Linen

3092 +VAT A pallet of Used Clothes, Shoes, Odd 
Shoes, Linen

3093 +VAT Sage Barista Pro coffee machine

3094 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3095 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3096 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3097 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3098 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3099 +VAT Tefal filter fryer

3100 +VAT Tefal filter fryer

3101 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica Evo espresso coffee 
machine

3102 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica Evo espresso coffee 
machine, unboxed

3103 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine, unboxed

3104 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine, unboxed

3105 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barista Express coffee 
machine

3106 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barista Express coffee 
machine

3107 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barista Express coffee 
machine

3108 +VAT 11 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers

3109 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3110 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3111 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3112 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3113 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3114 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3115 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3116 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3117 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3118 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3119 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3120 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3121 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3122 +VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3123 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3124 +VAT Gourmia digital air fryer

3125 +VAT Panasonic automatic breadmaker

3126 +VAT InstantPot gourmet crisp & air fryer/multi-
use pressure cooker

3127 +VAT InstantPot gourmet crisp & air fryer/multi-
use pressure cooker

3128 +VAT InstantPot gourmet crisp & air fryer/multi-
use pressure cooker

3129 +VAT InstantPot gourmet crisp & air fryer/multi-
use pressure cooker

3130 +VAT InstantPot gourmet crisp & air fryer/multi-
use pressure cooker

3131 +VAT InstantPot gourmet crisp & air fryer/multi-
use pressure cooker

3132 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 hand whisk

3133 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 hand whisk

3134 +VAT Kenwood MultiPro Compact Plus food 
processor

3135 +VAT Kenwood MultiPro Compact Plus food 
processor

3136 +VAT Quantity of Sabatier dishracks and a 
space-saving laundry basket

3137 3 Nescafe Delonghi Dolce Gusto coffee 
machines

3138 +VAT 5 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers
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3139 +VAT Kenwood MultiPro Compact food 
processor

3140 +VAT Kenwood MultiPro Compact food 
processor

3141 +VAT Tefal deep-fat fryer

3142 +VAT Boxed Tefal deep-fat fryer

3143 +VAT Boxed Tefal deep-fat fryer

3144 +VAT Delonghi espresso coffee machine

3145 +VAT 2 Kilner glass drink dispensers

3146 +VAT InstantPot Vortex Plus dual air fryer

3147 +VAT InstantPot Vortex Plus dual air fryer

3148 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3149 +VAT Box of stoneware bowls plus some 
bamboo organising boxes

3150 +VAT Box of porcelain bowls plus 2 boxes of 
signature mugs and a basket panier

3151 +VAT 2 boxes of porcelain serving bowls and a 
box of stoneware bowls

3152 +VAT 3 boxes of Tramontina mixing bowl sets

3153 +VAT Box of StarFrit 'the Rock' pots and pans

3154 +VAT Unboxed Instant Vortex Plus dual fryer 
plus an unboxed Tefal fryer

3155 +VAT 12 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers

3156 Illuminated kettle

3157 +VAT Philips steam iron

3158 +VAT 3 Nescafe Dolce Gusto mini-me coffee 
machines

3159 +VAT NutriBullet blender combo

3160 +VAT NutriBullet Pro Deluxe

3161 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine

3162 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine, unboxed

3163 +VAT InstantPot Duo gourmet multi-use 
pressure cooker

3164 +VAT Circulon cookware set

3165 +VAT Circulon cookware set

3166 +VAT KitchenAid standing mixer with 3 
attachments

3167 +VAT Box of bowls plus 3 water filter jugs

3168 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi PrimaDonna Elite 
Experience coffee machine

3169 +VAT Unboxed Melitta smart bluetooth coffee 
machine

3170 +VAT Breville hand mixer

3171 +VAT Unboxed InstantPot Vortex Plus dual air 
fryer

3172 Tray of mixed pots and pans

3173 +VAT Box of mixed kitchenware

3174 +VAT 6 packs of dog toys

3175 +VAT 3 glass Taylor digital weighing scales plus 
one unboxed

3176 Box of mixed pots and pans

3177 +VAT Food saver

3178 +VAT Green non-stick pan

3179 Kenwood Compact blender

3180 +VAT Box of mugs, bottles, pans etc.

3181 +VAT Philips steam iron

3182 +VAT Tefal fryer

3183 +VAT Boxed De'Longhi espresso coffee 
machine

3184 +VAT 3 Nespresso Vertuo Plus Magimix coffee 
machines

3185 +VAT 4 grey Hive desk organizers

3186 Kenwood KMix standing mixer

3187 +VAT Boxed Kenwood 2-slice toaster

3188 +VAT 3 Philips steam irons

3189 +VAT LED desk lamp

3190 +VAT Fridja juicer

3191 +VAT Crock pot

3192 +VAT 2 Kilner glass drink dispensers

3193 +VAT Eco Sensible Living ultra-clear sensor 
mirror

3194 +VAT Kenwood MultiPro Compact food 
processor

3195 +VAT Mini pedal bin, electric wine set and an 
aroma-therapy gift set

3196 +VAT 2 Brita water filter jugs, mini storage 
caddies, frying pans etc.

3197 +VAT Box containing a Ninja blender with 
attachments

3198 +VAT Box containing 2 Kenwood food 
processors with attachments

3199 +VAT 2 large boxes of mixed kitchenware

3200 +VAT Stack of storage boxes
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3201 +VAT 6 Gourmia digital air fryers and an Instant 
Vortex Plus fryer

3202 3 Gordon Ramsay Professional coffee brewers

3203 +VAT Boxed set of Starfrit the Rock saucepans, 
frying pans and sauté pans

3204 +VAT Tefal saute pan and Tramontina frying 
pan

3205 4 mini Woozoo fans plus an Airpod fan

3206 +VAT 2 Nespresso coffee machines

3207 +VAT Dual air fryer

3208 +VAT Box of drinking glasses, steam iron, 
Kenwood food processor and a Kenwood mixer

3209 +VAT Philips EasyTouch Plus garment steamer

3210 +VAT Box of Henry bags

3211 +VAT Melitta AromaFresh filter coffee machine

3212 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum, no pole or pipe

3213 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pole and pipe

3214 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pole and pipe

3215 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pole and pipe

3216 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pole and pipe

3217 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pole and pipe

3218 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pole and pipe

3219 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pole and pipe

3220 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pole and pipe

3221 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pipe, no pole

3222 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pipe, no pole

3223 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pipe, no pole

3224 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum

3225 +VAT Boxed Henry Micro vacuum with pipe, no 
pole

3226 +VAT Boxed Henry Micro vacuum with pipe and 
pole

3227 +VAT Boxed Henry Micro vacuum with pipe and 
pole

3228 +VAT Bathrug, outdoor mat and space-saving 
laundry basket

3229 +VAT Box of assorted items to include yoghurt 
makers, phones, etc.

3230 +VAT 2 Bissell cordless stick vacuums, only one 
pole, head and charger between them

3231 +VAT Samsung Jet 70-series cordless stick 
vacuum with pole, head, charger and 2 
attachments

3232 +VAT Samsung Jet 70-series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3233 +VAT Samsung Jet 70-series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3234 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard-floor 
cleaner

3235 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard-floor 
cleaner

3236 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard-floor 
cleaner

3237 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard-floor 
cleaner

3238 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard-floor 
cleaner

3239 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard-floor 
cleaner

3240 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard-floor 
cleaner

3241 +VAT Shark anti-wrap stick vacuum

3242 +VAT Shark anti-wrap stick vacuum

3243 +VAT Shark anti-wrap stick vacuum

3244 +VAT Shark anti-wrap stick vacuum

3245 +VAT Shark anti-wrap stick vacuum

3246 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3247 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3248 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3249 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3250 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3251 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3252 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3253 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3254 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3255 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3256 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3257 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3258 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3259 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3260 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3261 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3262 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator fan

3263 +VAT 3 H-Handy 700 vacuums

3264 +VAT AirShower fan
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3265 +VAT 4 WooZoo desktop fans

3266 +VAT 4 WooZoo desktop fans

3267 +VAT 4 boxed WooZoo desktop fans

3268 +VAT Airpod bladeless fan

3269 +VAT Airpod bladeless fan

3270 +VAT T91 digital stand fan

3271 +VAT Unboxed Bissell SpotClean portable 
carpet/upholstery washer

3272 +VAT Boxed Bissell SpotClean portable 
carpet/upholstery washer

3273 +VAT Boxed Bissell SpotClean portable 
carpet/upholstery washer

3274 +VAT NSA Dual Cool tower fan plus 2 other 
desktop fans

3275 +VAT Box of various Henry parts and other 
vacuum attachments

3276 +VAT Box of loose upright Shark steam mops

3277 +VAT Upright GTech AirRam, no charger or 
battery

3278 +VAT Upright GTech AirRam, no charger

3279 +VAT Upright GTech AirRam with charger

3280 +VAT 3 boxed upright Shark steam mops

3281 +VAT Unboxed Multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler fan

3282 +VAT Upright Shark dual-clean anti-wrap 
vacuum

3283 +VAT Upright Shark dual-clean anti-wrap 
vacuum

3284 +VAT Upright Shark dual-clean anti-wrap 
vacuum

3285 +VAT Upright Shark dual-clean anti-wrap 
vacuum

3286 +VAT NSA pedestal fan, no remote

3287 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator pedestal fan

3288 +VAT Meaco room-air circulator pedestal fan

3289 +VAT NSA UltraCool DC column fan

3290 +VAT NSA UltraCool DC column fan

3291 +VAT NSA UltraCool DC column fan

3292 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3293 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3294 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3295 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3296 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3297 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3298 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3299 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3300 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3301 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3302 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3303 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3304 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3305 +VAT Vibra multi 3-in-1 heater/cooler/air-
steriliser fan

3306 Upright Shark steam mop

3307 Dyson DC07 upright vacuum

3308 +VAT Box of various vacuum parts

3309 +VAT Eco recycling bin

3310 +VAT Lego Technic McLaren car plus a Lego 
Technic M1000RR bike

3311 13 items of mixed makeup

3312 +VAT 3 bags of skincare cream

3313 +VAT Cordless massage gun

3314 +VAT Bag of loose kitchen knives

3315 +VAT Philips Sonicare toothbrush, Gilette 
shaving blades, 2 Philips Oral-B electric 
toothbrushes etc.

3316 +VAT Kitise pearl jewel bedazzled sphere clutch 
bag

3317 +VAT Jo Loves White Rose & Lemon Leaves 
hand & body lotion 200ml & Estee Lauder 
Bronze Goddess eau de parfum 50ml

3318 Large bag of broad-spectrum CBD oil

3319 Box of after-piercing solution, massage oil etc.

3320 Shelf of various pro salon hair products

3321 +VAT Philips hair re-growth prevention device

3322 +VAT Philips hair re-growth prevention device
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3323 +VAT 2 packs of multi-purpose lighters

3324 +VAT Large hard-shelled silver Samsonite 
suitcase

3325 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3326 +VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in 
black

3327 +VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in 
black

3328 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3329 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3330 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3331 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3332 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3333 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3334 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3335 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3336 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3337 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3338 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3339 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3340 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3341 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3342 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3343 +VAT Mini hard-shelled Disney American 
Tourister suitcase

3344 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3345 +VAT Triple Rock hard-shelled suitcase set

3346 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3347 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3348 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3349 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3350 +VAT 7 mini hard-shelled suitcases

3351 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3352 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3353 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase, 
boxed

3354 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3355 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3356 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase, boxed

3357 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase, 
boxed

3358 +VAT Puma backpack

3359 Box of Starfrit 'the Rock' pots and pans

3360 Tray of various bedding sets, Brookstone throw 
etc.

3361 +VAT Bag of BT and Panasonic phone handsets

3362 +VAT Quantity of small storage caddies

3363 +VAT Quantity of Aqua filters

3364 Tray of motivational fridge magnets

3365 Small briefcase/laptop bag

3366 +VAT 3 Atmos diffusers

3367 Large quantity of non-silicone wood silks

3368 2 office laminators and a bag containing 
handheld Vax and a Kenwood hand mixer

3369 +VAT Titan cool backpack plus a Samsonite 
backpack

3370 +VAT Quantity of Flash speedmop wet wipes

3371 +VAT Box of Sharpie pens

3372 +VAT Deep-Freeze bag plus 5 Titan bags

3373 +VAT 2 Brookstone heated throws, all-seasons 
car cushion, laptray etc.

3374 +VAT 2 Waterpik water flossers

3375 +VAT 2 Waterpik water flossers

3376 +VAT 3 Waterpik water flossers

3377 +VAT Quantity of craft scissors

3378 +VAT Quantity of grip-seal bags

3379 +VAT Boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto mini-me 
coffee machine

3380 +VAT 12 boxes of hand sanitiser
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3381 Large quantity of hand warmers

3382 3 boxes of soft-grip scissors

3383 +VAT Box of life-preserving armbands

3384 Bag of mixed clothing, mainly Burberry

3385 +VAT Box of hand towels

3386 +VAT Snuggledown memory foam pillow

3387 Box of highlighters

3388 +VAT 2 pairs of Wallis heeled sandals size 5 
and 6

3389 +VAT 5 x pairs of shoes in various colours, 
styles and sizes

3390 +VAT Bag of 5 pairs of assorted shoes

3391 +VAT Selection of denim wear in various styles

3392 Bag containing selection of bags, purses etc

3393 CAT safety boots

3394 +VAT 2 pairs of Ego heels size 6

3395 +VAT River Island Tea khaki heels size 8

3396 +VAT Selection of denimwear to include Levis, 
H&M, Wednesday's Girl, etc

3397 +VAT Selection of toys including Trolls World 
Tour, Pets Magnetic Scene, Poppers game, 
folding drone, Robo Alive lizard, Cyber pet etc

3398 +VAT Selection of assorted sanitary ware, face 
& feet masks, collagen masks, lip balms etc

3399 +VAT Large quantity of paint an animal craft 
kits, A2 protecta file wallet and cot mattress

3400 2 boxes of Mason & White wood beauty boxes

3401 Bag of mixed fancy dress items

3402 Large quantity of small blue tote bags

3403 Large quantity of children's dark green classic 
school blazers

3404 Large bag of mixed items to include a boxing 
tower, kids toys etc.

3405 Large bag of mixed toys, soft cuddly toys etc.

3406 Dis-assembled clothes rail

3407 Various gift bags

3408 +VAT Bag of mixed shorts

3409 Box of small teddy-bear photo frames

3410 3 air purifiers

3411 +VAT Hotel Grand pillows and 2 mattress 
protectors

3412 +VAT 2 neck and back massagers

3413 +VAT 2 crib mattresses

3414 +VAT Massage cushion and a memory foam 
lapdesk

3415 +VAT SilentNight oscillating turbo fan

3416 Miniature cast-iron cookware set

3417 +VAT 2 NeatFreak shoe organisers plus a wall-
mounted hook & track system

3418 +VAT Quantity of pet cooling mats

3419 Ninja blender with attachments

3420 +VAT 2 Titan Deep-Freeze rolling cooler bags

3421 +VAT 2 Keep-Cool shopping bags plus 2 girls 
backpacks

3422 Bag of girls checked sleepwear

3423 +VAT 5 loose Ottlite LED desklamps

3424 +VAT 4 boxes of mixed sofa cushions

3425 +VAT 5 assorted suitcases

3426 *Withdrawn*

3427 *Withdrawn*

3428 *Withdrawn*

3429 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3430 Boxed Samsonite suitcase

3431 +VAT Boxed & unboxed Sealy air beds

3432 +VAT 7 swing ball sets

3433 Quantity of sketch studio sets and Neff gun set

3434 +VAT 16 Cooke & Lewis pedal bins

3435 +VAT Cricut cutting machine compact tote carry 
case kit

3436 +VAT Samsung Bespoke Jet vacuum

3437 +VAT Samsung Jet 90-series cordless stick 
vacuum, for parts only

3438 +VAT Box of food storage containers

3439 +VAT Box of approx. 60 pairs of sunglasses

3440 +VAT 3 magnetic dry-erase boards

3441 +VAT Quantity of Sealy airbeds

3442 Box containing a neck massage device plus 
some USB heated vests

3443 8 boxes of 10-layer shoeracks

3444 2 boxes containing door shelves

3445 2 boxes containing 400 pens

3446 Tray of boxing towers
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3448 +VAT Bolle snowboarding/ski helmet

3449 Boxed pair of CAT boots, size 11

3450 Pair of On Cloud Swift trainers, size 11

3451 Pair of On Cloud Swift trainers, size 11

3452 Pair of On Cloud Swift trainers, size 11

3453 Pair of On Cloud Swift trainers, size 11

3454 +VAT 2 boxed pairs of Skechers shoes, 
Columbia waterproof boots and a pair men's 
brown clog slippers

3455 +VAT 2 Mitre footballs plus 8 NBA basketballs

3456 +VAT Quantity of Wilson tennis ball tubes

3457 Pair of ladies work shoes, size 5

3458 +VAT Upper body kit

3459 +VAT 3 boxed pairs of mixed Skechers shoes

3460 +VAT Puma trainers plus Skechers shoes

3461 +VAT Loose weight plates plus 20kg weight vest

3462 +VAT 16kg kettle bell plus another

3463 Quantity of plastic field weights

3464 Stillage containing various rolls of fabric

3465 Elliptical trainer

3466 +VAT Johnson electric folding treadmill

3467 +VAT Platinum-series swimming pool

3468 WonderCore ab trainer, electric folding treadmill 
etc.

3469 +VAT Johnson electric folding treadmill

3470 +VAT Adidas weight bench

3471 +VAT Marcy Multigym in 3 boxes

3472 +VAT Horizon Fitness electric folding treadmill

3473 +VAT Maxell fitness board

3474 Stuffed cuddly dog

3475 +VAT Mitre training football

3476 +VAT 3 children's push along cycles

3477 +VAT Large pink Squishamal toy

3478 +VAT 4 in 1 V-Tech activity desk, Crayola set 
and model car plus child's V-Tech push along 
cycle

3479 +VAT Large boxed/unboxed swimming pools, 
waterslides etc

3480 Badminton racket with zipped bags

3481 +VAT Swingball set, sketch studio and some 
boxed swimming pools

3482 Various soft cuddly toys, other toys etc

3483 Large box of mixed toys, net, guns, wall art kits 
etc

3484 +VAT Box containing robots, Game of Thrones 
collectable figures etc

3485 +VAT Box containing classic Marvel figurines, 
robot toys, pop vinyl figure etc

3486 +VAT Robot toys, Walking Dead collectable 
figure etc

3487 +VAT Box of Pop vinyl figures, War Hammer 
trading card game, Classic figurines etc

3488 Bag containing Star Wars escape games

3489 Ab trainer and ab pro twist machine

3490 +VAT Neptuner Towers water slide

3491 +VAT Neptune Towers water slide

3492 +VAT Part bay of Intex inflatable pools

3493 +VAT Large quantity of boxed and unboxed 
mixed swimming pools

3494 +VAT Vital Baby nourish, prep and ween 
machine

3495 Babylis rotating hot air brush

3496 Cooks Essential fryer plus Culinar halogen oven 
and wooden chopping board

3497 Handheld Dyson V7 Animal with pole head, 
charger etc

3498 Mini leg trainer

3499 Upright Bissell carpet cleaner

3500 Scaletrix style single track racing cars together 
with power supplies and other accessories

3501 +VAT Ecco MX Onshore womens sandals size 
2.5-3

3502 +VAT Nike Wearallday size 10

3503 +VAT Ecco Exohike size 8-8.5

3504 +VAT Ted Baker boots size EU 38 (used)

3505 +VAT Blackrock Memphis trainers size 7

3506 +VAT 2 pairs of Giuseppe Zanotti loafers size 
EU 40 and 44 (used)

3507 +VAT Adidas Retropy F2 size 10

3508 +VAT Bag of 10 pairs of loose shoes

3509 +VAT Bag of 7 pairs of loose shoes

3510 +VAT Adidas Yeezy Boost 350 V2 Mono Ice 
size 9 (size label torn off box)

3511 +VAT Nike Dunk High Black White 2021 size 10
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3512 +VAT Skechers Trophus Letic size 9

3513 +VAT Pair of Skechers work shoes, size 10

3514 +VAT Laundry sanitizer, carpet stain remover, 
sticky stuff remover, Insect repellent, Fabric dye, 
disinfectant, bubble solution, Artful craft paints, 
hob cleaner and more

3515 +VAT Pond treatment products, Horse hoof oil 
and balm, pet shampoo, conditioner, puppy 
training spray, Flea & Tick control etc

3516 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, kitchen 
utensils, badge reels with snap buttons, Soweed 
compass, garden shears, luggage scales, 
Electric toothbrush charger, misting fan, wax 
burner, hose attachments etc

3517 +VAT Assorted stationery and craft ware 
including documents sleeves, notebooks, post 
its, calculators, wool, blue tack and more

3518 +VAT Molton Brown, Nest & other diffuser kits 
and tea lights

3519 +VAT Selection of wax melts, tea lights, 
incense, diffuser reeds and scented candles

3520 +VAT Selection of Yankee, Jo Malone & 
Anthopologie scented candles

3521 +VAT Philips Hue bulbs, spotlights, ceiling light 
fittings, Fairy fibre optic, various bulbs etc

3522 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, digital 
scales, luggage belts, Gtech accessories, 
kitchen utensils etc

3523 +VAT Large bag of assorted household sundries 
stationery, craft ware, travel mugs, luggage 
strap, plant clips etc

3524 +VAT Household cleaners, spider repellent, 
Charcoal, marble worktop cleaner, mould magic, 
denture cleaner, artist paints etc

3525 +VAT Equestrian & pet products including 
mouth bits, collars, flea treatment, collars, 
grooming, leads etc

3526 +VAT Golf balls, tees, golf gloves, lifting straps, 
3kg hand weights, darts, swimming goggles, 
skipping ropes etc

3527 +VAT Scented candles, wax melts, tea lights 
and incense

3528 +VAT Large bag of medical accessories 
including support bandages, blood glucose 
monitor, syringes, nasal masks, infusion sets etc

3529 +VAT Daiwa Emblem EM-SPOD fishing 
spinning reel

3530 +VAT Fishing accessories including tackle box, 
baits, fly craft, hooks, weights, line, trout bag etc

3531 +VAT Darth Vader cushion, sofa covers, love 
seat cover, curtains, hand towel etc

3532 +VAT Horse feed linseed pellets, Horse trimmer, 
saddle pad, Peanut two ring gag, Turn up 
shadow rolls in blue and white, Equestrian 
Helmet etc

3533 +VAT Quantity of water bottles and vacuum 
cleaner hoses

3534 +VAT Gazebo cover, Grodan grow cubes, Solar 
garden light, retractable clothes line, pegs, 
aerator heads, plant clips and hozelock hose 
attachment kit

3535 +VAT Quantity of tote bags, super soft throw, 
king duvet set, dressing gown, wheelie bin 
liners, drift wood heart, dragonfly wall art etc

3536 +VAT Mixed bag including Kong goodie bone, 
garden pump sprayer, telephone hand set, 
resistance bands, pill organizer and sundry 
items

3537 +VAT Mixed bag including Turkish barbar ear 
flame hair removal kit, Star Wars design 
decanter, Automatic hair curler, wrought iron 
coal shovel, sphere clutch bag, bum bag, Joules 
lunch bag etc

3538 +VAT Samsung & Brita water filters, chopping 
board, baking tins, Pepper mill, Hotel Chocolat. 
Velvetiser , cutlery, icing set, paper plates, 
scales etc

3539 +VAT Tomato and garden & house plant feed, 
Fungus fighter, slug & snail killer and artificial 
grass cleaner

3540 +VAT Vanish power gel, multi surface cleaner, 
laundry wash, de-ionised water, PVCu frame 
cleaner, artful paints, oven cleaner and other 
household products

3541 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, 
magnetic pick ups, shoe shine kits, stain wipes, 
Pampers active fit, cushion covers, fans, 
luggage scales, lawn sprinkler etc

3542 +VAT Toy Story Galaxy explorer space craft set, 
Buzz figure and Toy Story stationery set

3543 +VAT Selection of scented candles and insect 
repellent candles

3544 +VAT Petzl running head lamp, torches, Desk 
lamp and various light bulbs

3545 +VAT Selection of Yankee, Acqua Di Parma, 
Molton Brown and other scented candles

3546 +VAT 2 x Churro makers

3547 +VAT Ibaye Tuya dimmable floor lamp, LED 
touch table lamp and 2 Aroma lamps
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3548 +VAT Laminator, Electric bug zapper, Air cooler 
and Bathroom light bracket

3549 +VAT NuSkin ageloc LumiSpa

3550 +VAT GHD curve tong classic curl set, GHD 
curve thin wand tight curls set and BaBylis Air 
Style 1000

3551 +VAT Swan garment steamer, Mylee nail UV gel 
lamp and Nuby rapid cool

3552 +VAT Philips Epilator 8000, B-Cure Laser Pro 
and wax heater

3553 +VAT Braun Beard Trimmer 3, BaByliss Men 
hair clipper set. Wahl 5 Star series cordless 
detailer and another wahl trimmer

3554 +VAT 4 x pairs of open toe footwear in various 
colours, styles and sizes (boxed)

3555 +VAT Toy Story Evil Emperor Zurg

3556 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including hair 
products, essential oils, self tan, sun protection, 
moisturizers, balms, body & hand wash, serums 
etc

3557 +VAT Skin cleansing wipes, Hay fever relief 
wipes, shower puffs and fragrance soaps

3558 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including tan 
accelerators, sun protection, pillow sleep sprays, 
firming creams, essential oils, serums, 
moisturizers, body wash, hair products etc

3559 +VAT Curaprox Hydrosonic Pro sonic 
toothbrush, Oral-B Vitality toothbrush and 3 x 
Oral-B Pro-Expert toothbrushes

3560 +VAT Selection of beauty products including 
cosmetic pads, false nails & nail art, false 
eyelashes, cosmetic mirrors, boob tape etc

3561 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
Pixi, Oliver Bonas, L'Oreal, GArner, Liz Earle, 
No. 7 and others

3562 +VAT Selection of various length wigs and hair 
extensions

3563 +VAT Nail cleaning laser device, Micro hair 
trimmers, beauty sponge, makeup brushes, 
facial roller, Crystal hair removers, tweezers, 
files, GHD hair straighteners, hair dryer etc

3564 +VAT Selection of wigs and curly braids

3565 +VAT Talika Genius light

3566 +VAT Ellie Wille & NU wigs together with a 
selection of hair extensions

3567 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including body 
wash, cleanser, hair products, hair removal, sun 
protection, deodorant, serums, balms, oils etc

3568 +VAT Face & feet masks, beauty product 
sample sachets, condoms, lip balms etc

3569 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including shower 
gel, moisturizers, sun protection, lubricant, 
deodorant, masks, hair products, after sun, 
lotions. balms etc

3570 +VAT Large bag of beauty accessories including 
sun bed eye protectors, false eyelashes, false 
nails & nail art, sanitary ware, cotton pads, 
waxing strips, anti snore device, cotton buds, 
sleep masks and more

3571 +VAT Large bag of branded toiletries including 
L'Oreal, Garnier, Emma Hardie, Matrix, Umberto 
Giannini, No. 7, Kerastase and more

3572 +VAT Selection of wigs, braids and pony tail 
extensions

3573 +VAT Bath bombs, fragrance soaps, bath salts 
and wet wipes

3574 +VAT Heated hair brush, GHD straighteners, 
Hair curler and Vidal Sassoon hair dryer (all a/f - 
used)

3575 +VAT Body ionic brush, eye lash curler, scalp 
massagers, curling irons, nail clippers, manicure 
sets, Wind hood, makeup brushes, Micro mini 
trimmers, Pedi-Mate, Bio Ear plugs etc

3576 +VAT Large assortment of cosmetics including 
Rimmel, Revlon, Maybelline, Bourjois and 
others

3577 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including hair 
products, daily wash, foot care cream, baby 
powder, deodorant, sun protection, oils, balms, 
moisturizers etc

3578 +VAT Hair brushes, combs, slides, scrunchies, 
clips, heatless curling sets and hair accessories

3579 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including serums, 
essential oils, massage gel, hair products, daily 
wash, deodorant, nail polish remover, etc

3580 +VAT Selection of toiletry gift sets including 
ONly Curls, Glo32, Shiseido, This Works etc

3581 +VAT Estee Lauder Youth-Dew eau de parfum 
67ml

3582 +VAT Foreo Bear smart microcurrent facial 
toner

3583 +VAT Oovi no more period pain

3584 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including essential 
oils, body wash, deodorant, body butter, sun 
protection, hair products etc

3585 +VAT Dry night pads, sanitary ware, false 
eyelashes, false nails & nail art, eyeshadow 
pads etc
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3586 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
L'Oreal, Verso, Noid, Garnier, Umberto Giannini, 
Trinity and others

3587 +VAT Selection of scented soaps, bath salts, 
wet wipes, hay fever wipes etc

3588 +VAT 38 x Caroline Herrera fabulous eyes 
mascara 2ml

3589 +VAT Selection of Estee Lauder, No. 7, Two 
Faced & Charlotte Tilbury cosmetics

3590 +VAT Selection of Trinity, Revolution, IT and 
bareMinerals cosmetics

3591 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including body 
wash, Shea butter, hair removal cream, 
cleanser, hair products, oils, balms, serums etc

3592 +VAT Face & feet masks, alcohol wipes, henna 
colours, deep heat patches, lip balms etc

3593 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries incluidng 
L'Oreal, Garnier, Revolution, No. 7, Beauty Pie, 
Shiseido, Biossance and more

3594 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including hair 
products, essential oils, shower wash, self tan, 
cleanser, moisturizers, balms etc

3595 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including stretch 
mark eraser, hair products, body wash, sun 
protection, deodorant, eye drops, baby powder 
etc

3596 +VAT Selection of 'The Ordinary' beauty 
products

3597 +VAT Selection of 'Give Me' hair products

3598 +VAT Selection of No. 7, Manual, CaraVe, 
L'Oreal, Sukin & Ffor beauty products

3599 +VAT Large bag of beauty accessories including 
masks, soaps, wet wipes, bath bombs, false 
nails, false eyelashes, cotton wool, Clearblue 
test, cotton buds and more

3600 +VAT Gillette Labs razor kit, Venus, Gillette, 
Wilkinson and other razors and replacement 
heads

3601 +VAT Manicure sets, tweezers, eyelash curlers, 
makeup brushes, Sandstorm Pro, Nuface (af), 
Micro Touch Pro etc

3602 +VAT Donna May London lay flat makeup bag, 
Aspinal, L'Occitane, Ted Baker and other 
makeup / wash bags

3603 +VAT Selection of Oral-B, Colgate and other 
toothbrushes, replacement heads, interdental 
brushes, toothpaste, floss tape etc

3604 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
e.l.f, Pixi, Redken, Revolution, Garnier, NARS, 
No. 7 and more

3605 +VAT Selection of Tropic beauty products

3606 +VAT Selection of Clinique & Clarins beauty 
products

3607 +VAT Diptyque Satin oil for body and hair 100ml

3608 +VAT 2 x Eve Lom radiance face mist 48ml & 
Cleanser 20ml

3609 +VAT La Mer Revitalizing mask 75ml, Renewal 
oil 30ml & Lip Balm 9g

3610 +VAT Ramasat Misk Amber The Royal 
Experience fragrance set

3611 +VAT Graffiti leather Golunski Carribean storm 
purse

3612 +VAT Selection of Elemis, Bobbi Brown & Estee 
Lauder beauty products

3613 +VAT Large quantity of assorted cosmetics 
including Max Factor, Maybelline, Fenty, Barry 
M, Revlon and many more

3614 +VAT 3 x Givenchy Prisme Libre skin caring 
matte foundation 30ml

3615 +VAT Il Makiage foundations, smoothing primer, 
concealer, ink liner and blending brush

3616 +VAT Selection MAC mascaras and cosmetics

3617 +VAT Selection of YSL, Dior, Channel, NARS, 
L'Oreal & Revolution cosmetics

3618 +VAT Selection of assorted cosmetics including 
Huda, e.l.f, Clarins, Charlotte Tilbury, Collection, 
No. 7 and more

3619 +VAT Pokémon Sword & Shied Astral Radiance 
Booster Box, Pokémon Sword & Shied Astral 
Radiance booster packs and Pokémon loose 
trading cards

3620 +VAT 5 packs Hornby Dublo straight rails, 6 x 
Datsun Li'l Hustler model vehicles etc

3631 5 x pairs of children's shoes, various colours, 
styles & sizes, to include Crocs, Vans & Dr. 
Martens

3632 +VAT 2 x pairs of Dr. Martens shoes; 1 x black, 
size UK 10; 1 x Cavendish cherry red, size UK 5 
(boxed)

3633 +VAT 2 x pairs of canvas sneakers (boxed): 1 x 
Converse All stars in white, size UK5; 1 x Vans 
Pro in beige, size UK 5.5

3634 1 x pair of Converse All Star hi tops in white, 
size UK 1 (boxed)

3635 +VAT 4 x pairs of Pretty Little Thing heeled 
sandals in various colours, sizes & styles 
(boxed)

3636 +VAT 4 x pairs of boohoo heeled sandals in 
various colours, sizes & styles (boxed)
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3637 +VAT 2 x pairs of heeled long boots in black, 
sizes 7 & 8 (1 x boxed)

3638 +VAT 2 x pairs of boots; 1 x cream, size 36; 1 x 
black, size 39 (boxed)

3639 +VAT 1 x pair of leather Clarks Violet55 court 
shoes in praline, size UK 5, fit D (boxed)

3640 +VAT 1 x pair of leather Aldo Anathana shoes in 
white, size UK 4 (boxed)

3641 +VAT 2 x pairs of Hush Puppies (boxed); 1 x 
Marley Ballerina in black, size UK 6; 1 x Elena in 
yellow, size UK 7

3642 +VAT 3 x pairs of Principles Florence Knotted 
flat sandals (boxed); 1 x dove, size 7, 2 x tan, 
sizes 6 & 7

3643 +VAT 1 x pair of leather Dune fisherman sandals 
in black, size UK 3 (boxed)

3644 +VAT 1 x pair of leather & Other Stories chunky 
Derby shoes in off white, size EU 39 (boxed)

3645 +VAT 1 x pair of leather Alohas sandals in 
brown/tan, size 39

3646 +VAT 2 x pairs of ladies footwear: 1 x Carvela 
Melle in nude, size 37 (boxed); 1 x Pavers 
sandals in blue, size 40

3647 +VAT 3 x pairs of ladies heeled footwear, 
various colours, styles & sizes (boxed)

3648 +VAT 3 x pairs of ladies flat footwear, various 
colours, styles & sizes (boxed)

3649 +VAT 3 x pairs of ladies heeled footwear, 
various colours, styles & sizes (boxed)

3650 +VAT 3 x pairs of Skechers footwear in various 
colours, styles & sizes (2 x boxed)

3651 2 x pairs of safety footwear: 1 x DeWalt trainers 
in black/orange, size UK 10 (slight signs of 
wear); 1 x ankle boots in black/green, size 8

3652 +VAT 1 x pair of Dr. Martens Adrian tassel 
loafers in black, size UK 6 (slight signs of wear)

3653 +VAT 2 x pairs of men's loafers: 1 x French 
Connection in black, size UK 9; 1 x Redtap in 
olive, size UK 11

3654 +VAT 4 x pairs of trainers in various colours, 
styles & sizes

3655 +VAT 2 x pairs of men's trainers: 1 x Jack 
Walker hiking trainers in green/yellow, size UK 
11; 1 x Zara knit fabric hi tops in green, size UK 
10

3656 +VAT 6 x pairs of footwear and slippers in 
various colours, styles & sizes

3657 +VAT 3 x pairs of footwear: 1 x Birkenstock in 
white, size 36; 1 x Crocs in marbled blue, size 
38-39; 1 x KuaiLu flip flops in brown, size 42

3658 *Withdrawn*

3696 +VAT Calvin Klein Jeans Wedged high heel in 
blue, Size 38

3697 +VAT Mahabis Curve, In grey/yellow Size 9.5 
with box

3698 Puma Wild rider grip LS AC inf size 9 with box

3699 +VAT Cotswold colesbourne mens size 42 in 
box

3700 +VAT Kaltur flatform chunky sandals in black 
size 7 in box

3701 +VAT Converse Light field surplus/white size 11 
in box (signs of wear)

3702 +VAT Nike Air zoom pegasus 38 size 5.5 in box

3703 Urgent Steel toe cap work wear trainers size 40 
in box

3704 +VAT Bordello Pink glitter heels size 4 in box

3705 +VAT Bordello Pink glitter heels size 4 in box

3706 +VAT Vans black pumps size 6 in box (sign of 
wear)

3707 +VAT Clarks Formal shoes size 8 in box

3708 +VAT Red Tape Bateman Tan size 9 in box 
(damage to left shoe)

3709 +VAT Hush puppies brody black size 12 in box

3710 +VAT Kickers Finely lo lthr am size 43 in box

3711 +VAT Michael Kors Gilmore Slide Bright White 
size us 8M in box

3712 UGG Chestnut boots size 7 in box

3713 Converse infant glitter trainers size 9 in box

3714 Adidas black/white trainers size 11 in box 
(damaged box)

3715 Converse infant dinosaur trainers size 5 in box

3716 +VAT 4 boxed pairs of heels to include asos 
quiz and nasty gal

3717 +VAT 4 boxed pairs of heel to include pretty little 
thing, topshop, ideal shoes, cink-me

3718 +VAT 4 boxed pairs of shoes to include ecco, 
hey dude, chic and ajvani

3719 +VAT 4 boxed pairs of boohoo shoes in varies 
styles

3720 +VAT 4 boxed pairs of sandals to include clarks, 
pretty little thing, cushion walk and kelsi

3721 +VAT 2 box pairs of pavers shoes to include 
sandals and trainers. Sizes 7 (signs of wear)

3722 +VAT 11 pairs of high heel in various styles to 
include public desire, dune, boohoo etc
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3723 +VAT 8 pairs of shoes in various styles to 
include long tall sally, blazers, miss selfridges 
etc

3724 +VAT 7 pairs of trainers in various styles

3725 +VAT 13 pairs of slide/slippers in various styles 
to include adidas, pavers, havaianas etc

3726 +VAT 11 pairs of sandals in various styles to 
include new look, asos, truffle etc

3727 +VAT 9 pairs of sandal in various styles to 
include new look, papaya, birken stock etc

3728 14 pairs of children shoes in various styles to 
include crocs, clarks, hot tuna etc

3729 Pallet containing mixed baby clothing

3730 Pallet containing kids clothes

3731 Monnalisa dress daisy duck design size 5 
(hanging)

3732 Selection of children's sportswear to include 
nike, new balance, Ariattek etc

3733 Selection of designer children's clothing to 
include ralph Lauren, Hugo boss and Paul smith.

3734 Selection of children's clothing to include next 
and Zara

3735 selection of Frugi clothing in varies styles

3736 A Selection of clothing to include JoJo maman 
Bebe, Joules and Bowden.

3737 A selection of Mamas and Papas clothing in 
various styles

3738 A selection of clothing to include Adalyn Rosie, 
Polarn o.Pyret, Jasper Conran, mountain 
warehouse, Adora club, lindex, Greenberry kids 
and john Lewis

3739 Selection of baby accessories

3740 Selection of children's accessories

3741 +VAT A pallet of mixed clothing

3742 +VAT A selection of zara and sister companies 
clothing in varies styles

3743 +VAT A selection of denim wear to include river 
island, newlook, h&m etc

3744 +VAT A selection of denim wear to include Hugo 
Boss, warehouse, the ragged Priest etc

3745 +VAT A selection of sportswear to include Under 
armour, nike, sweaty betty etc

3746 +VAT A selection of clothing to include hawes 
and Curtis, Pretty green and jack and jones

3747 +VAT A Selection of river island clothing

3748 +VAT A selection of clothing to include 4th 
reckless, finery, lipsy, only, disturbia, quiz and 
maniere de voir.

3749 +VAT A selection of clothing to include Joules, 
Lola May, nobody's child, oasis, QED London 
and Jacqueline de yong.

3750 +VAT Swimwear in various styles

3751 +VAT Selection on clothing in varies styles to 
include club London and oh Polly

3752 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear.

3753 +VAT A selection of Hoodlum clothing.

3754 +VAT Ted baker ladies dress in blue, size 3 
(hanging)

3755 +VAT 2 ted baker bags

3756 +VAT Pallet of mixed clothing

3757 +VAT A Selection of Zara and sister companies

3758 +VAT 11 pairs of sandals in various styles to 
include M&S, H&M and Schuh

3759 +VAT 10 pairs of heels in various styles and 
sizes to include public desire, H&M, Truffle etc

3760 +VAT A selection of Demin wear to include 
pretty little thing, boohoo, asos etc

3761 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Gymshark, etc

3762 +VAT Selection of seasalt cornwall, white stuff 
and lane fortyfive clothing

3763 +VAT Rixo Yas dress, blue palm size 20 
(hanging)

3764 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include river 
island, warehouse, monsoon and white stuff

3765 +VAT Emporio Armani Script Zip Jacket, large 
(hanging)

3766 +VAT CP Company Gabardine zip overshirt in 
black, size large (hanging)

3767 +VAT Selection of clothing to include hugo boss, 
charles tyrwhitt, passenger, selected homme 
and t/ala

3768 +VAT Sorelle UK blue metallic dress, size small 
(hanging)

3769 +VAT Lulu Guinness purple handbag with dust 
bag

3770 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oh Polly, 
Hollister, French Connection etc.

3771 +VAT Ted Baker gathered handbag in black

3772 +VAT The North Face black puffer jacket, size 
small (hanging)
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3773 +VAT Selection of ladies swimwear

3774 +VAT Selection of shein clothing

3775 +VAT Kate Spade light blue handbag

3776 +VAT Bag containing accessories, including 
belts, scarves etc

3777 +VAT CP Company zipped hooded top in black, 
size small (hanging)

3778 +VAT Selection of socks of various styles

3779 +VAT Pallet of mixed clothing

3780 +VAT Selection of Zara and sister companies 
clothing in various styles and sizes

3781 +VAT Rixo Aoife dress patchwork bandana mix, 
size 10 (hanging)

3782 +VAT Selection of denim wear of various styles 
and sizes

3783 +VAT Lilo Ricco brown jacket with Mickey 
Mouse insignia, size 36 (hanging)

3784 +VAT Selection of sportswear in various styles 
and sizes and to include nike and adidas etc.

3785 +VAT Jaegar navy cotton maxi dress size 14 
(hanging)

3786 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include 
sosandar, joanna hope, lavish alice etc.

3787 +VAT Polo Ralph Lauren black jeans (pre-worn) 
(size 38 waist, 32 leg) (hanging)

3788 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include 
crew clothing, etc.

3789 +VAT Kevan Jon cream maxi dress, size 3 
(some signs of pre-use) (hanging)

3790 +VAT Selection of clothing to include oh polly, 
yas, oasis etc.

3791 +VAT Selection of swimwear

3792 +VAT Pallet of mixed clothing

3793 +VAT Selection of sports clothing to include 
nike, adidas, puma, levi etc

3794 +VAT Lavish Alice pleated sequin long sleeve 
mini dress in gold, size 16 (hanging)

3795 +VAT Selection of sports clothing of various 
styles and sizes to include nike, adidas, puma, 
etc.

3796 +VAT Bag containing Peter Millar women's 
golfwear (zip top, size large and polo shirt, size 
medium)

3797 +VAT Selection of clothing of various styles and 
sizes to include osander, oh polly, french 
connection etc.

3798 +VAT Bag containing Shein clothing

3799 +VAT Selection of zara and sister companies 
clothing in various styles and sizes

3800 +VAT Selection of zara and sister companies 
clothing in various styles and sizes

3801 +VAT Bag containing selection of Pretty Green 
tops, sizes medium and large

3802 +VAT Bag containing selection of bags, purses 
etc

3803 +VAT Selection of denim clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3804 +VAT Bag containing selection of underwear

3805 +VAT Selection of clothing in various styles and 
sizes to include seasalt cornwall, chi chi london, 
papaya etc.

3806 +VAT Selection of clothing in various styles and 
sizes to include joules, atelier, bonarche, etc.

3807 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3808 +VAT Selection of zara clothing in various styles 
and sizes

3809 +VAT Jessica Russell Flint smock dress, floral 
pattern, size medium (in decorative sleeve)

3810 +VAT Rhode Claudine dress with red 
psychedelic floral pattern, size small (hanging)

3811 +VAT Selection of denim clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3812 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Nike, Adidas, Converse etc

3813 +VAT Bag containing selection of clothing from 
Tommy Hilfiger, Pretty Green, River Island, 
Joules, Dominic Stefano, White Stuff and 
French Connection

3814 +VAT Selection of mixed swimwear in various 
styles and sizes

3815 +VAT Hugo Boss dark blue polo shirt, size XL 
(hanging)

3816 +VAT Selection of ladies dresses in various 
styles and sizes and to include cos, club london, 
urban outfitters etc.

3817 +VAT Loyeloy blue evening gown, no size 
showing on garment (hanging)

3818 +VAT Selection of ladies dresses in various 
styles and sizes to include sosander, vespar, 
bonarche, ax paris etc.

3819 +VAT Bag containing pair of Jenson Samuel 
waistcoats in blue, one size 44, one size 46

3820 +VAT Selection of ladies wedding dresses in 
various sizes by stacees

3821 +VAT Wawwa skirt in black, size XS (hanging)
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3822 +VAT Selection of shein clothing

3823 +VAT Selection of underwear in various styles 
and sizes

3824 +VAT Selection of hats

3825 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3826 +VAT Selection of clothing from Zara and sister 
companies

3827 +VAT Selection of clothing from Zara and sister 
companies in various styles and sizes

3828 +VAT Bardot wyn satin halter neck dress, size 
10 (hanging)

3829 +VAT Selection of denim wear in various styles 
and sizes

3830 +VAT Ralph Lauren Polo zip hooded sweatshirt, 
size medium (hanging)

3831 +VAT Selection of sports wear in various styles 
and sizes and to include Nike, Puma, Adidas 
etc.

3832 +VAT Marc Jacobs blue handbag, some signs of 
wear

3833 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing in various 
styles and sizes and to include club london, 
Hobbs invitation etc,

3834 +VAT Olivia Rose manon dress in black, size 
not shown on garment (small size) (hanging)

3835 +VAT Selection of ladies dresses in various 
styles and sizes and to include JD Williams, 
Kitri, Missguided, Audiograph etc.

3836 +VAT Burberry black trousers, size 8 regular 
(hanging)

3837 O'Neill kid's wetsuit (wash labels torn off from 
wetsuit) (hanging)

3838 +VAT People Tree clara linen jumpsuit, size 10 
(hanging)

3839 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles 
and sizes

3840 +VAT Selection of bags

3841 +VAT Bag containing selection of Pretty Green 
tops

3842 +VAT Pallet of mixed clothing

3843 +VAT Selection of Zara and sister companies 
clothing in various styles and sizes

3844 +VAT Selection of denim clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3845 +VAT Rixo black and tan polka dot maxi dress, 
size 10 (hanging)

3846 +VAT Hugo Boss 147th Open Championship 
Carnoustie jacket, size XXL (hanging)

3847 +VAT Selection of sports clothing in various 
styles and sizes to include nike, adidas, blitz, 
northface, etc.

3848 +VAT G.I.G.A.DX streetwear hooded zip jacket, 
size 40 (hanging)

3849 +VAT Selection of Pretty Green tops in various 
styles and sizes

3850 +VAT Prevu vieste shirt in lemon, size XL 
(hanging)

3851 +VAT Selection of Godiva London dresses in 
various styles and sizes

3852 +VAT Jacques Vert grey blazer with white trim, 
size 18 (hanging)

3853 +VAT Selection of ladies dresses in various 
styles and sizes to include hush, ax paris, 
whistles, etc.

3854 +VAT Aspiga crystal embroidered cotton dress 
in atlantic blue and gold, size large (hanging)

3855 +VAT Collusion leather jacket, size 16 (hanging)

3856 +VAT Selection of ladies dresses in various 
styles and sizes and to include ax paris, meshki, 
prettylittlething etc.

3857 +VAT Selection of tops and shorts in various 
sizes and to include hugo boss, hollister, brave 
soul etc.

3858 +VAT Saint + Sofia charcoal rock n roll Lennox 
jacket, size 8 (hanging)

3859 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles 
and sizes

3860 +VAT By Far Lulu black spray print goat leather 
bag with dustbag

3861 +VAT Selection of mixed underwear in various 
styles and sizes

3862 +VAT Massimo Dutti brown leather trousers, 
size XS (hanging)

3863 +VAT People Tree black organic cotton 
jumpsuit, size 16 (hanging)

3864 +VAT Selection of clothing accessories

3865 +VAT Ganni georgette pleated skirt in cherry 
blossom, size 38 (hanging)

3866 +VAT Bag containing music t shirts and hoodies, 
including Nine Inch Nails, Harry Styles, Ed 
Sheeran, Mother Love Bone, Notorious BIG etc

3867 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3868 +VAT Sistaglam sequin maxi dress, size 8 
(hanging)

3869 +VAT Selection of Zara and sister companies 
clothing in various styles and sizes
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3870 +VAT Michael Kors black handbag

3871 +VAT Selection of denim wear in various styles 
and sizes

3872 +VAT Selection of swimwear

3873 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3874 +VAT Selection of sports clothing in various 
styles and sizes to include nike, adidas, etc.

3875 +VAT Selection of clothing in various styles and 
sizes to include ME+EM, Ralph Lauren, Tommy 
Hilflinger etc.

3876 +VAT Selection of bags

3877 +VAT Selection of ladies dresses in various 
styles and sizes to include oh polly, river island, 
goddiva, etc.

3878 +VAT Bag containing selection of socks

3879 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Club L, AX, 
Pretty Little Thing, Jessica Joy, Michelle 
Keagan, JD Williams

3880 +VAT Pallet of mixed clothing

3881 +VAT Selection of zara and sister companies 
clothing in various styles and sizes

3882 +VAT Selection of zara and sister companies 
clothing in various styles and sizes

3883 +VAT Selection of denim clothes in various 
styles and sizes

3884 +VAT Me&Em merino cashmere cuff tipping 
jumper and snood in vibrant green, size medium 
(hanging)

3885 +VAT Selection of sports clothing in various 
styles and sizes and to include nike, adidas, 
puma, fdx etc.

3886 +VAT Coast Statement Floral Scuba corset 
dress, size 10 (hanging)

3887 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing in various 
styles and sizes and to include monsoon, ax 
paris, missguided, brave soul, etc.

3888 +VAT Kestin Crieff fleece windbreaker in winter 
white (size large)

3889 +VAT Selection of clothing in various styles and 
sizes to include seasalt cornwall, pretty green, 
river island, oh polly, etc.

3890 +VAT Betty Barclay weekend denim jacket with 
'rose in space' design (size 38) (hanging)

3891 +VAT Regatta Bayama red jacket, size 14 
(hanging)

3892 +VAT Selection ladies dresses in various styles 
and sizes and to include monsoon, monki, rixo, 
etc.

3893 +VAT Phase Eight Lou Poppy maxi dress in 
fire/multi colour, size 18 (hanging)

3894 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles 
and sizes

3895 +VAT JCB puffer jacket in black, size small 
(hanging)

3896 +VAT Selection of shein clothing

3897 +VAT Goya prom dress, size 4 (hanging)

3898 +VAT Bag of hats in various styles

3899 +VAT Whistles linen tie front strappy dress in 
red, size 16 (hanging)

3900 +VAT Kipling Gabbie softly spots handbag

3901 +VAT Bag containing underwear

3902 +VAT Reiss Oakley button midi skirt in blush, 
size 8 (hanging)

3903 +VAT Finnson black tote changing back with 
changing mate and Frida leopard stroller 
organiser bag, both with dustbags

3904 +VAT Pallet of mixed clothing

3905 +VAT Pretty Green Cooper short parka in khaki, 
size medium (hanging)

3906 +VAT Selection of sports clothing in various 
styles and sizes to include nike, adidas, 
gymshark, etc.

3907 +VAT Me+Em twisted lurex vest in biscotti & 
gold, size xs (hanging)

3908 +VAT Me+Em cotton cashmere dress vest and 
snood in pale oatmeal, size XS (hanging)

3909 +VAT Selection of denim clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3910 +VAT Me + Em scatter floral rickrack detail frill 
mini dress, size 8 (hanging)

3911 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing in various 
styles and sizes to include oh polly, monsoon, 
brave soul, etc.

3912 +VAT Me+Em all over broderie shirring blouse 
in cream, size 8 (hanging)

3913 +VAT Selection of zara and sister companies 
clothing in various styles and sizes

3914 +VAT Hugo Boss button dress in dark blue with 
multicoloured pattern (size not shown on 
garment) (hanging)

3915 +VAT Selection of pretty green tops and me+em 
tops and trousers in various sizes

3916 +VAT House of Cavani suit jacket, size 38 
(hanging)
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3917 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing in various 
styles and sizes and to include seasalt cornwall, 
oh polly, monki etc.

3918 +VAT Selection of shein clothing

3919 +VAT Lighthouse Alice soft teal weatherproof 
hooded jacket, size 14 (hanging)

3920 +VAT Bag of bags in various styles and sizes

3921 +VAT Paul and Shark jumper in taupe, size XL 
(hanging)

3922 +VAT Marc Jacobs tote bag with dust bag

3923 +VAT Arvo World Afterrnoon Club takin' trips 
sling bag with dustbag

3924 +VAT Fossil leather satchel bag - bag has 'worn 
leather' look

3925 +VAT Box and unboxed single hotplates plus 
box of mixed kitchenware

3926 +VAT Large pallet of boxed and loose swimming 
pools

3927 +VAT Large pallet of boxed and loose swimming 
pools

3928 +VAT Large pallet of boxed and loose swimming 
pools

3929 Quantity of various mixed style ladies dresses

3930 +VAT Two Club London drape sleeve fishtail 
cami maxi dress with train in ivory (sizes 10 and 
12) (hanging)

3934 +VAT Pair of Ventuno 21 suits, both size 40" 
chest, 34"waist (hanging, with suit bags)

3935 +VAT 2 hooded M&S gents jackets

3936 +VAT R&M Richards ladies sequin bodice 
jumpsuit in black size 14 (hanging)

3937 +VAT Roberto Cavalli ladies tiger print jeans 
size small - signs of wear (hanging)

3938 Beko washing machine

3939 Hotpoint washing machine

3940 Sharp microwave

3941 Panasonic Inverter microwave

3942 Panasonic inverter microwave

3943 Hotpoiny fridge freezer

3944 Beko washing machineq

3945 Zanussi washing machine

3946 Bosch washing machine

3947 Neff single door integrated oven

3948 Candy 8kg dryer

3949 Miele tumble dryer

3950 Hotpoint washing machine

3951 +VAT Sharp microwave

3952 +VAT Small oven grill

3953 Hoover fridge

3954 +VAT Quantity of clothes airers

3955 +VAT 2 Bridge design table lamps

3956 +VAT Tray of Titan deep freeze lunch bags

3957 +VAT Tray of Carol Hotchman bras

3958 *Withdrawn*

3959 +VAT 3 piece hard shell suitcase set

3960 +VAT Various trays of face shields

3961 +VAT Bag of various lighting and batteries

3962 +VAT Bag of various stationery

3963 +VAT Bag of sun readers, supplements etc

3964 +VAT 3 boxes of thermo flasks and 2 large 
drinking bottles

3965 +VAT Large box of various kitchenware

3966 +VAT 2 x pairs of Bloch black tap shoes, sizes 
UK 3 & UK 2.5, plus 5 x pairs of Bloch pink 
leather ballet shoes, sizes 7B, 8B, 8.5B (x2) & 
9B

3967 +VAT Selection of Torrid clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3968 +VAT Pack of 4 pillows

3969 +VAT Electric pump blow up bed, camping stool, 
piece of astro turf and parasol

3970 +VAT A bag containing 10x Sets of Ladies 
Loungewear in various colours and sizes

3971 +VAT Large bag of beauty products including 
makeup bags & brushes, false eyelashes, false 
nails & nail art, makeup sponges, fake tattoos, 
nail brush and more

3972 +VAT Selection of Mott & Bow clothing in 
various styles

3973 +VAT Man City & Arsenal merchandise packs, 
Simon Air, Gel Ball blaster, 5 Second Rule 
game, Rubiks cube, garden inflatables etc

3974 +VAT Joseph Ribkoff ladies script print trousers 
in black & white size 14 (bagged)

3975 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Cider, 
Ucon Acrobatics, Collective, Maniere De Voir, 
Urban Outfitters

3976 A bag containing approx. 17x Boys Swim Sets in 
various sizes
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3977 +VAT Selection of Sonder Studio clothing in 
various styles sizes 14 & 16

3978 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Pretty 
Little Thing, Weekday, H&M, etc

3979 +VAT Tie on bench cushion, Bombay Duck 
cushion and Faux mink throw

3980 +VAT Amms wall clock, Rainberg potty training 
seal and step stool

3981 *Withdrawn*

3982 2 x pairs of Bloch black tap shoes, sizes UK 3 & 
UK 2.5, plus 5 x pairs of Bloch pink leather ballet 
shoes, sizes 7B, 8B, 8.5B (x2) & 9B

3983 *Withdrawn*

3984 +VAT Roamers Blind Eye brogues size 10 
(some signs of use)

3985 +VAT 2 x pairs of ladies black boots, plus 2 x 
pairs of slippers, various sizes

4001 991 Mercedes 300SL -24 convertible in 
Mercedes green (turquoise), 2960cc straight six 
24 valve petrol automatic with hard and soft 
tops, 101,000 miles MOT to 18th April 2023, 
various paperwork including V5, MOT’s, 
invoices and photocopied workshop manual

4002 2018 (68 plate) Ford Transit Custom 300 2 litre 
diesel panel van, Mot to 28th September 2022, 
113,341 miles

4003 Vauxhall Zafira Exclusiv in silver, registration 
plate LR62 YZS, 1598cc, petrol, first registered 
31.10.2012, mileage showing 82,833, five 
previous owners, MOT until 15.03.2023, v5 
present with one key, HPi checked. This vehicle 
has been subject to a category N insurance 
claim

4004 (2000) Escort 55 D Van in white, registration 
plate W307 GKU, 1753cc, diesel, first registered 
17.07.2000, mileage showing 59,378, five 
previous owner, MOT until 06.07.2023, v5 
present with 2 keys, HPi checked

4021 Blue Marin gents bike

4022 Blue vintage gents bike

4023 Garry Fisher grey ladies mountain bike

4024 Silver foldup bike

4025 *Withdrawn*

4026 +VAT Barracuda gents mountain bike

4027 Silver and blue electric bike with GN charger

4028 +VAT Boxed Hurricane Hawk go kart in flatpack 
form

4029 +VAT Childs balance bike

4030 A2B edge black electric fold up bike with charger

4031 Apollo XL grey ladies town bike

4032 Blue electric bike

4033 Sega thunder child's mountain bike

4034 Red mountain bike

4035 Black mountain bike

4036 Black mountain bike

4037 Black 24/7 dark angel specialist mountain bike 
with suspension

4038 Bagged bike rack

4039 Zippy Pro silver electric scooter

4040 Blue and black tow along Childs pet carrier

4041 Black & white tug-along child/pet carrier

4042 Blue & white push-along 3-wheel pet/child 
carrier

4043 +VAT 3-wheel easy rider geared pedal go-kart

4044 +VAT 3-wheel easy rider geared pedal go-kart

4045 Yellow & black Apollo gents mountain bike

4047 Purple Dunlop mountain bike

4048 2 push scooters

4049 Honda moped, no key or log book

4050 Skedaddle green & cream tricycle with rear 
basket

4051 +VAT Nerf Go kart in need of repair, parts only

4055 4 directors style fold up chairs

4056 +VAT Fold up garden chair

4057 +VAT Timber reach fold up garden chair

4058 +VAT Timber reach fold up garden chair

4059 +VAT 1 large and 1 small Tommy Bahama 
beach chair plus 4 parasols

4060 Stihl petrol powered disc cutter

4061 Fuji Robin petrol powered hedge cutter

4062 Stihl petrol powered hedge cutter

4063 McCullough petrol powered leaf blower

4064 SGS petrol powered chainsaw in bag

4065 Boxed seed spreader, bucket in a box plus 2 
forks and a spade

4066 Bent shaft petrol powered strimmer

4067 McCullouch petrol powered strimmer

4068 Husqvarna 128RJ petrol powered strimmer
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4069 Stihl FS400 petrol powered strimmer

4070 Husqvarna 245RX petrol powered strimmer

4071 Flymo electric leaf blower

4072 +VAT Titan petrol powered multi tool with hedge 
cutter and strimmer attachment

4073 Red petrol powered backpack leaf blower

4074 Petrol powered chainsaw

4075 Makita DPC6400 petrol powered disc cutter

4076 Stihl BG86C petrol powered leaf blower

4077 +VAT 3 bags of bark chippings

4078 Small bundle of assorted garden tools

4081 Small bundle of assorted garden tools

4082 Hose reel and hose

4083 Quantity of wooden crates

4084 +VAT Flatpack plastic Childs slide

4085 +VAT 3 tubs of liquid plant feed, small party size 
barbeque, 3 pots, bird feeder, fork and trowel set 
plus some Mr Muscle oven cleaner

4086 +VAT 2 metal hedgehogs

4087 +VAT 2 metal hedgehogs

4088 +VAT 2 metal hedgehogs

4089 +VAT 2 boxes of lawn seed and a spade

4090 +VAT 2 metal herrings

4091 +VAT 4 boxed LED smart strip lights

4092 +VAT 6 boxes of LED string lights

4093 +VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxed glow globe lights

4094 Chicken feeder

4095 +VAT 2 lantern holders and a bronze stand

4096 +VAT 4 bags of lawn feed

4097 Tacx bike trainer

4098 Large trap and a chicken feeder

4099 Halford's boxed bike carrier

4100 4 boxes of assorted petrol powered engine 
spares

4101 4 directors style fold up chairs

4102 6 fold up wooden chairs and cushions

4103 +VAT Pack of tyre walking planks

4104 2 metal jerry cans

4105 +VAT 2 strips of grey garden edging

4106 Small garden spreader plus a box of double 
watering system hose connectors

4107 +VAT Small Burke boogie board

4108 Small round boxed barbeque plus a soap 
dispenser

4109 3 large post lights

4110 +VAT Garden veg trug in 2 boxes

4111 +VAT Jetson satin 3 wheeled boxed scooter

4112 +VAT Igloo cool box

4113 +VAT Igloo max cold latitude 62 roller cool box

4114 +VAT Igloo max cold latitude 62 roller cool box

4115 +VAT Igloo max cold latitude 62 roller cool box

4116 +VAT Easy glide 3 wheeled golf trolley

4117 2 sets of roof bars

4118 +VAT Rattan rectangular garden table

4119 +VAT Rattan rectangular garden table

4120 +VAT Outland fire bowl

4121 +VAT Napoleon charcoal barbeque

4122 +VAT 5.4m by 2.7m boxed swimming pool

4123 +VAT 5.4m by 2.7m boxed swimming pool

4124 +VAT 5.4m by 2.7m boxed swimming pool

4125 +VAT Box of swimming pool parts

4126 +VAT Flatpack storage box

4127 +VAT Fire sense prism shaped black patio 
heater with glass tube (Made up)

4128 +VAT Fire sense prism shaped patio heater, no 
glass tube (Flatpack form)

4129 +VAT Fire sense prism shaped patio heater, no 
glass tube (Flatpack form)

4130 +VAT Fire sense prism shaped flat pack patio 
heater, no glass tube, no top cowling

4131 Boxed outdoor log burner

4132 Boxed outdoor log burner

4133 Boxed outdoor log burner

4134 Boxed outdoor log burner

4135 Boxed outdoor log burner

4136 Flatpack drinks trolley

4137 +VAT Large black illuminated solar powered 
parasol on stand

4138 +VAT Large black illuminated solar powered 
parasol on stand
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4139 +VAT Flatpack black solar powered parasol with 
stand

4140 +VAT Stainless steel parasol base

4141 +VAT Stainless steel parasol base

4142 +VAT Intex inflatable spa complete with pump 
and accessories

4143 +VAT Lay-z Spa Palms Springs complete with 
boxed pump

4144 +VAT Palm Springs Lay-Z-Spa with pump

4145 +VAT Life time grey and black plastic storage 
box

4146 Charcoal barbeque on trolley

4147 +VAT Large Keter cool box/ go bar

4148 +VAT Large Keter cool box/ go bar

4149 +VAT Keter bevy bar trolley

4150 +VAT Boxed parasol stand

4151 Beefeater gas barbeque

4152 +VAT Large metal gas barbeque

4153 Square metal framed wooden topped bistro 
table plus 4 matching chairs

4154 Square metal framed wooden topped bistro 
table plus 4 matching chairs

4155 Square metal framed wooden topped bistro 
table plus 4 matching chairs

4156 +VAT Keter bevy bar cool box trolley

4157 4 burner gas barbeque

4158 2 rocking wicker style chairs

4159 Pallet containing vintage butler sink, 3 concrete 
planters and a small qty of other planters

4160 Pallet of mainly terracotta pots

4161 Pallet containing half glazed, half terracotta pots

4162 Pallet containing terracotta troughs

4163 2 square concrete planters

4164 Pallet containing war containers, shelf brackets, 
brush head, rubbish burning bin, etc

4165 Concrete plinth and a planter

4166 Large green water butt

4167 2 green metal garden chairs

4168 Wheel and tyre style fire pit

4169 Concrete bench

4170 Concrete chair

4171 Wooden garden gate

4172 Flat pack animal run

4173 4 stacks of pallet wood

4174 4 3ft fence panels

4175 Wooden fold up table, metal table and four 
plastic stacking chairs

4176 +VAT Flat pack storage box parts

4177 4 pieces of rectangular garden trellis

4178 +VAT 2 pallets containing flat pack shed parts

4179 Shed felt underlay

4180 +VAT Flat pack BBQ shelter

4181 2.5 pallets of interlocking block paving

4182 Pallet containing some small pieces of OSB 
board

4183 6 pieces of chipboard flooring

4184 +VAT Flat pack garden bench

4185 +VAT 3 pallets and a stillage containing 
swimming pool and water slide parts and 
accessories (stillage not included)

4186 Pallet of flat pack trampoline parts

4187 4 large pieces of long lengths of timbre

4188 Pallet of assorted rocks

4189 4 wheel metal trolley and 5 bread crates

4190 Large pallet of assorted long lengths of timbre

4191 +VAT Flat pack garden swing

4192 Pallet containing a large qty of fence rails

4193 Pallet of feather edge fencing board

4194 Large pallet of assorted fence posts

4195 Pallet containing various rails and pieces of 
fencing board

4196 Pallet of wide lengths of timbre

4197 +VAT Box of flat pack storage boxes

4198 Pallet of large black flower pots

4199 2 large pallets of lintels

4200 Pallet containing 2 large cast iron fire places

4201 Large qty of blue and orange Dexion style 
racking with wire shelves

4202 Pallet containing vintage cupboard doors

4203 Motorcycle ramp

4204 4 pallets containing a flat pack snooker table 
including a slate

4205 *Withdrawn*
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4206 Wood burning stove

4207 Cast iron fire place

4208 Concrete seal

4209 +VAT Roll of astro turf

4210 Large tall chimney pot

4211 Electric wood burning style fire

4212 2 galvonized water tanks

4213 Small wood burner

4214 +VAT 1 large and 1 small glazed pot (large pot 
has large crack in)

4215 Various items including wall basket, vintage 
door handles, fire basket and a stand

4216 Galvonized hay trough

4217 Bagged gazebo

4218 Bagged tent

4219 +VAT Boxed body glove performer inflatable 
paddle board

4220 +VAT Boxed body glove performer inflatable 
paddle board

4221 +VAT Quantity of tents, parts and inflatable 
mattress

4222 Fold up golf trolley in bag

4223 +VAT 2 flatpack portable folding cots

4224 Flatpack table

4225 Core equipment 10 person bagged tent

4226 +VAT 1 boxed and 2 unboxed quick play golf 
nets

4227 Camping gas hob

4228 +VAT 3m by 3m pop up gazebo

4229 +VAT 3m by 3m pop up gazebo

4230 Black and gold golf bag plus assorted clubs

4231 Bagged camp bed

4232 +VAT Golf clubs and balls

4233 +VAT 3 cascade boxed camping chairs

4234 Black golf bag with a quantity of assorted clubs 
including some Callaway

4235 +VAT Boxed Camp Chef explorer camping hob

4236 +VAT Boxed Camp Chef explorer camping hob

4237 +VAT Camp Chef explorer unboxed camping 
hob

4238 +VAT Camp Chef explorer unboxed camping 
hob

4239 +VAT Tray of chafing fuel

4240 +VAT Garden chair

4241 +VAT Callaway golf bag

4242 Blue Callaway golf bag plus a Mizuno club

4243 +VAT 4 boxed Tommy Bahama pop up shelters

4244 +VAT Rocking fold up chair

4245 +VAT Boxed Callaway 9 piece golf set

4246 +VAT Boxed Callaway 9 piece golf set

4247 +VAT Boxed Callaway 9 piece golf set

4248 +VAT 2 boxes of storage shed parts

4249 Black garden parasol with wooden pole

4250 4 tread aluminium step ladder

4251 Six tread climber aluminium step ladder

4252 3 section blue and aluminium ladder

4253 3 fold up trestle tables

4254 2 metal brackets

4255 6 assorted pine vintage stripped doors

4256 Wooden loft ladder

4257 2 wooden step ladders and wooden ladder

4258 +VAT Rectangular tile topped garden table 
complete with 5 chairs (Broken leg supports)

4259 Pair of dark wood French doors

4260 Flatpack staircase

4261 +VAT 3 clothes rails

4262 Large chrome towel radiator

4263 White towel radiator

4264 Glass topped stable door

4265 4 metal framed wicker style chairs

4266 3 wicker style metal framed benches

4267 Avon red crest inflatable dinghy with oars and 
pump

4268 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of slate ridged 
décor 600x300 tiles

4269 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of slate ridged 
décor 600x300 tiles

4270 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of ridged décor 
600x300 tiles

4271 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of ridged décor 
600x300 tiles

4272 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of ridged décor 
600x300 tiles
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4273 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of clay 
600x300 wall tiles

4274 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of clay 
600x300 wall tiles

4275 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of clay 
600x300 wall tiles

4276 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of clay 
600x300 wall tiles

4277 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of clay 
600x300 wall tiles

4278 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300 
slate wall tiles

4279 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300 
slate wall tiles

4280 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300 
slate wall tiles

4281 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300 
slate wall tiles

4282 +VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300 
slate wall tiles

4283 +VAT Vango Solaris II 500 Air 500 tent

4284 +VAT Core equipment 12 person bagged tent

4285 +VAT Core equipment 10 person bagged tent

4286 +VAT Core equipment 10 person bagged tent

4287 +VAT Core equipment 10 person bagged tent

4288 2 instant dome tents

4289 +VAT 2 Core equipment 6 person tents

4290 +VAT Coleman event shelter with cover

4291 +VAT Coleman event shelter with cover

4292 +VAT Coleman event shelter with cover

4293 +VAT Coleman event shelter with cover

4294 +VAT Coleman event shelter with cover

4295 +VAT Made up Coleman event shelter with 
cover

4296 +VAT Coleman event shelter, poles only - no 
cover

4297 +VAT Coleman push up gazebo

4298 Stiga diesel articulated ride on mower

4299 Honda petrol powered rotary mower with grass 
box

4300 McCulloch orange and black petrol powered 
rotary mower with grass box

4301 Partner yellow petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4302 Green electric mower with grass box

4303 Boxed Ferrex electric mower with grass box

4304 Cricket pitch leaf sweeper and Black & Decker 
electric hedge cutter

4305 Qualcast electric scarifier

4306 Vintage push mower

4307 +VAT 3 black small storage boxes with lids

4308 Quantity of black and white wooden panels

4309 Shower gullies and soap dispensers

4310 +VAT 2 spa pumps

4311 +VAT Boxed Tavistock toilet pan and cistern

4312 2 bathroom mirrors (1 cracked)

4313 2 Cooke & Lewis single bowl stainless steel 
sinks

4314 2 Cooke & Lewis single bowl stainless steel 
sinks

4315 Small white wash hand basin

4316 +VAT 3 boxed Tavistock toilet seats

4317 Boxed Reginox boiling hot water tap and tank

4318 +VAT Tavistock illuminated bathroom mirror

4319 +VAT Tavistock illuminated bathroom mirror

4320 +VAT Tavistock illuminated bathroom mirror

4321 Mirrored bathroom cabinet

4322 +VAT 4 Black and yellow wheeled boxes

4323 2 bags of insulation

4324 +VAT Instant hot water tank and tap

4325 +VAT Cube water softener

4326 White bathroom sink

4327 Triton electric shower and a kitchen sink

4328 1.5 bowl kitchen sink

4329 Thin roll of bubble wrap

4330 +VAT Flatpack Keter grand store, boxed

4331 +VAT Flatpack Keter grand store, boxed

4332 +VAT Flatpack Keter grand store, boxed

4333 +VAT Flatpack Keter grand store, boxed

4334 +VAT Flatpack Keter grand store, boxed

4335 +VAT Black and blue high back executive style 
swivel armchair

4336 +VAT Black high back executive style swivel 
armchair
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4337 +VAT Black high back executive style swivel 
armchair

4338 +VAT Black high back executive style swivel 
armchair

4339 +VAT Black high back executive style swivel 
armchair

4340 +VAT Black and grey high back executive style 
swivel armchair

4341 +VAT Black and grey high back executive style 
swivel armchair

4342 +VAT Black mesh high back executive style 
swivel armchair

4343 +VAT Black and blue contemporary style swivel 
armchair

4344 +VAT Black cloth mesh back swivel armchair

4345 Black swivel chair with foot stool

4346 Free standing bath with feet

4347 Konica Minolta Bizhub C203 photocopier

4348 +VAT 2 boxed chrome based barstools

4349 Blue 4 shelf rack with 4 linbins and a small 
quantity of packaging

4350 Blue 4 shelf rack with 4 linbins and a small 
quantity of packaging

4351 +VAT 2 boxed and 3 unboxed paper shredders

4352 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4353 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4354 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4355 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4356 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4357 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4358 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4359 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4360 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4361 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4362 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4363 +VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4364 +VAT Pinguino air conditioning unit

4365 +VAT Black slide frame chair

4366 Black high back executive style swivel armchair 
with broken arms

4367 +VAT Black swivel chair with 1 arm

4368 +VAT Box of chair parts

4369 +VAT Large pallet box of various chair parts

4370 +VAT 2 mesh flatpack boxed chairs, possibly 
parts only

4371 +VAT Tresanti boxed rise and fall desk

4372 +VAT Tresanti boxed rise and fall desk

4373 +VAT Meaco boxed air conditioning unit

4374 +VAT Meaco boxed air conditioning unit

4375 +VAT Meaco boxed air conditioning unit

4376 +VAT Meaco boxed air conditioning unit

4377 +VAT Meaco boxed air conditioning unit

4378 +VAT Meaco boxed air conditioning unit

4379 +VAT Unboxed Meaco air conditioning unit

4380 +VAT Unboxed Meaco air conditioning unit

4381 Large industrial style paper shredder

4383 3 Velux flashing kits

4384 +VAT Aluminium fold up sack truck

4385 Large wooden wheeled toolbox with large qty of 
various tools

4386 Gas space heater

4387 Red petrol powered generator

4388 +VAT Keter fold up work table

4389 Fold up wheelchair and a disability walking aid 
and 2 grab bars

4390 Large pallet of assorted items including car 
parts, accessories, rope, toilet seat, etc

4391 Seiko industrial style sewing machine

4392 +VAT Dewalt DXF 1832 floor fan

4393 +VAT Dewalt DXF 1832 floor fan

4394 +VAT Airmate Sip 100L electric compressor

4395 Ammann large industrial style wacker plate

4396 +VAT Boxed Arcan trolley jack

4397 +VAT Boxed Arcan trolley jack

4398 +VAT Arcan trolley jack

4399 +VAT Arcan trolley jack

4400 +VAT Arcan trolley jack

4401 +VAT Arcan trolley jack

4402 +VAT Arcan trolley jack

4403 Red electric potters wheel

4404 Stanley yellow and black generator
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4405 Fold up wheelchair complete with spare wheels 
and pressure relief ring cushion

4406 Ford Ranger rear light spoiler trim

4407 Set of Range Rover alloy wheels and tyres

4408 Draper PD16 large pillar drill

4409 High speed Rapid Webo engineering drill

4410 +VAT Aluminium folding sack truck

4411 +VAT Flat pack boxed rack

4412 +VAT Flat form truck

4413 Dewalt band saw

4414 Box of various assorted tools and blow lamps

4415 Tsalter weighing scales

4416 5 stacking crates

4417 3 boxes of used lorry straps

4418 5 rolls of cable

4419 Box of plant propagation equipment

4420 Flat channel, plastic pipe and a small quantity of 
plumbing items

4421 Makella circular saw and a Challenge Extreme 
battery drill with 2 batteries and charger

4422 Pipe bending kit and a Rockworth drill and small 
extension cable

4423 Vintage lamp with battery pack

4424 110V transformer

4425 +VAT 6 boxes of Arrow staples

4426 210V work lights

4427 Blue box containing a pair of lopers and a jigsaw 
and a red tool box radio

4428 Hitachi drill and drill bits

4429 110V drill

4430 Junction box

4431 +VAT Galaga weighing load bar

4432 Box of assorted tools including spoke shaves, 
planes, sharpening blocks, door handles, etc

4433 Powerline band saw

4434 +VAT Set of Proship scales

4435 3 boxes of coloured bulbs

4436 +VAT 4 tubs of Aquahaze light fluid

4437 +VAT 2 boxes of Arrow glue sticks

4438 Stanley portable vice and SB4 plane

4439 Bosch 110V fire gun

4440 3 boxes containing car parts, pullers, grease 
guns, etc

4441 Qty of vintage tools including shears, saw, 
cobblers last and an axe

4442 5 Vauxhall and 1 Peugeot Haynes manuals

4443 Large scabbling head and a roller press

4444 +VAT Qty of wallpaper repair patches

4445 Black & Decker router table

4446 Box of assorted spanners

4447 +VAT Keter fold up work table

4448 Wooden carpenters toolbox

4449 Underbay consisting of toolboxes, shower valve, 
bucket, shoebox, etc

4450 Vintage compressor

4451 Evolution drill

4452 +VAT 1 large and 1 small spirit level

4453 +VAT 1 large and 1 small spirit level

4454 +VAT 2 large and 1 small spirit levels

4455 Bosch 110v SDS drill

4456 Box containing multi plane parts

4457 2 Titan drills

4458 Makita jigsaw

4459 Box containing tape measure, door handles, etc

4460 Parkside boxed circular saw

4461 Box containing extension reels, small winch, etc

4462 Metal jerry can

4463 +VAT Boxed chrome rack

4464 +VAT Dewalt 240V 3.5" angle grinder

4465 2 planes and a drill bit set

4466 +VAT Box containing 10 6 piece screw driver 
sets

4467 +VAT 5 32 piece bit sets

4468 +VAT 2 rock solid tools bit sets

4469 +VAT 2 rock solid tools bit sets

4470 +VAT 2 rock solid tools bit sets

4471 +VAT 2 rock solid tools bit sets

4472 +VAT Dewalt tool set including drill, impact 
drive, torch, circular saw, jigsaw, complete with 
3 batteries and charger
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4473 +VAT Box of radiator and pipe trails

4474 +VAT Box of 5 21 piece magnetic bit sets with 
driver

4475 +VAT 5 screwdriver sets

4476 +VAT 5 10 piece bit sets

4477 +VAT Box of bulldog splitting wedges

4478 +VAT 2 boxes containing Everbright pocket 
lights

4479 +VAT 2 boxes of Everbright zoomable 
aluminium flash lights

4480 +VAT 10 boxes of Witte screwdriver sets

4481 +VAT Box of portable work lights

4482 +VAT 2 boxes containing tape measures

4483 +VAT 4 boxed Black & Decker battery powered 
pressure washers with 4 batteries

4484 +VAT 3 boxed and 1 unboxed Black & Decker 
pressure washer with 3 batteries

4485 +VAT 3 boxed Black & Decker battery powered 
pressure washers with 3 batteries

4486 +VAT 3 boxed Black & Decker battery powered 
pressure washers with 3 batteries

4487 +VAT 3 boxed Black & Decker battery powered 
pressure washers with 3 batteries

4488 +VAT Dewalt 2AH battery and pruning set

4489 Calloway golf bag

4490 +VAT Makita Cordless Impact Driver, Cordless 
Hammer Driver Drill, 2 batteries, charger and 
accessories in carry case

4491 +VAT 2 Dewalt small socket sets

4492 +VAT 5 boxed and 1 unboxed tyre inflator

4493 +VAT Boxed Cat jump start kit with charging 
lead

4494 +VAT Boxed Cat jump start kit, no charging lead

4495 +VAT Unboxed jump start kit, no charging lead

4496 +VAT Unboxed jump start kit, no charging lead

4497 +VAT Dewalt tool bag

4498 ResMed unit

4499 +VAT 4 LED outdoor bollards

4500 +VAT 5 boxes of spotlights

4501 2 vintage fuel cans

4502 Vintage Castrol can, jerry can and 1 other

4503 +VAT Motor oil enamel plated sign

4504 Fix runner

4505 Emco uni mat Modellsl miniature model makers 
lathe and accessories

4506 Small screw driver, Bosch drill with 1 battery and 
charger and a Titan sander

4507 Bosch 14.4v battery drill with two batteries and 
charger

4508 2 boxes of Hilti cartridges

4509 +VAT Underbay containing grabbers, car mats, 
heated seat mat, wiper blades, shower heads 
etc

4510 Farm jack

4511 +VAT 4 boxed and 1 unboxed Karcher window 
vacs

4512 Box containing various electrical testers

4513 +VAT 4 boxes of tile and glass scrappers

4514 2 orange lorry straps

4515 Small Karcher K2 electric pressure washer

4516 +VAT Bosch Advanced Aquatack 140 electric 
pressure washer with patio cleaning head

4517 +VAT Bosch Advanced Aquatack 140 electric 
pressure washer

4518 +VAT Bosch Advanced Aquatack 140 electric 
pressure washer

4519 +VAT Quantoty of Golden Select laminate and 
vinyl flooring

4520 water diviner and vintage saddle

4521 +VAT Large quantity of click together foam 
matting

4522 +VAT 4 boxes of 75w inverters

4523 +VAT Approx 12 Diall paint pads with multi 
position handle

4524 +VAT Box of approx 18 masonry block paint 
brushes

4525 +VAT Box of approx 18 masonry block paint 
brushes

4526 +VAT Box of approx 21 wallpaper paste brushes

4527 +VAT Box of approx 21 wallpaper paste brushes

4528 +VAT Box of approx 21 wallpaper past brushes

4529 +VAT Box of approx 20 W&H Smith scientific 
calculators

4530 +VAT Appro 24 Diall paint pads with adjustable 
handles

4531 +VAT Titan TTP275 DRL electric drill

4532 +VAT Titan TTP275 DRL electric drill
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4533 +VAT 48 sharpie highlighter pens

4534 +VAT 4 boxes of craft scissors

4535 +VAT Box of approx 30 sunglasses

4536 +VAT 12 tins of brake cleaner

4537 +VAT 12 tins of brake cleaner

4538 +VAT 6 x 50 wood screws

4539 +VAT Approx 24 iPhone car chargers

4540 Car seat belt harness and attachable block

4541 Trenching spade and 110v extension cable

4542 Briggs and Stratton 3hp petrol engine

4543 +VAT Approx 8 packs of Golden Select oak 
effect flooring

4544 +VAT Approx 5 packs of Golden select grey 
flooring

4545 +VAT 2 folding Toolmaster sack trucks

4546 +VAT Winix Signature air purifier

4547 +VAT Winix Zero boxed air purifier

4548 +VAT Winix Zero boxed air purifier

4549 +VAT Winix Zero boxed air purifier

4550 +VAT Winix Zero boxed air purifier

4551 +VAT Dewalt wet and dry vacuum cleaner

4552 Quantity of go kart tyres

4553 Makita battery drill with 1 battery and charger

4554 Morris 1 ton chain hoist

4555 Mercury petrol powered outboard motor

4556 Record Power bandsaw

4557 Record Power bench morticer with box of hollow 
chisels

4558 +VAT 30m extension cable

4559 3 packs of wooden flooring

4560 2 shock absorbers and 2 springs

4561 +VAT 6 tubs of anti-freeze

4562 2 reels of electric cable

4563 110v Site SDS drill

4564 Tile cutter

4565 Tin of Dulux Weathershield masonry paint

4566 +VAT 2 x 20kg tubs of ready mixed plaster with 
tools

4567 Plastic box containing measuring wheel, saws 
and other tools

4568 +VAT Casio cash register

4569 +VAT Black and Decker drill bit set and 36amp 
battery

4570 Wallpaper stripper and 1 small paint strippers

4571 Box of PVC gel

4572 2 boxes of various fixings

4573 Balance board

4574 12 used railway sleepers

4575 8 used railway sleepers

4576 Elite air conditioning unit

4577 +VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4578 +VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4579 +VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4580 +VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4581 +VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4582 +VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4583 +VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4584 +VAT 3 boxed and 2 unboxed LED utility lights

4585 +VAT 1 large grey and 1 small white Delonghi 
oil filled radiators

4586 Dimplex boxed oil filled radiator

4587 Tapworks water softener

4588 Box of latex gloves

4589 +VAT Mira Sport electric shower and 2 shower 
heads

4590 +VAT NSA ultracool fan

4591 4 boxed grow lights

4593 +VAT Half pallet of white wall tiles

4601 +VAT Selection of internal & external paints, 
stains, primer and brush cleaner

4602 +VAT Bag containing quantity of hi vis workwear

4603 +VAT Motrox Motovent motorcycle jacket and 
trousers (no sizes on garments) (bagged)

4604 +VAT Motrox Motovent motorcycle jacket and 
trousers (jacket size XXL, trousers size 34) 
(bagged)

4605 +VAT RST Pro Series Paragon 6 CE Ladies 
Textile Motorcycle jacket (size XL) (hanging)

4606 +VAT Selection of Dulux, Johnstone's & other 
internal, Exterior and primer paints

4607 +VAT Furniture paints, wood stain, primer and 
garden fence paints
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4608 +VAT Auto Glym wash & conditioner, Turtle wax 
insect remover, Central heating cleaner, Spa 
bromine tablets, Gorilla glue etc

4609 +VAT Decoy cameras, Solar wall lamp, carbon 
monoxide alarms, electric pump, downlight 
protectors, thermostat, extension cables etc

4610 +VAT Bosch drill bit set, Foam applicator gun, 
tarpaulin, wire tow rope, fire blanket, hard hats, 
work gloves and knee pads

4611 +VAT Shower heads & hose, Grab & stay bar, 
waste & trap, dryer vent hose etc

4612 +VAT Hi-Tac cycle monitoring units, brackets, 
furniture feet, pull start and sundry items

4613 +VAT TESA caliper set, Stanley tool bag, hack 
saws, tube bender, ratchet straps, mallet, 
clamps, chisel, crimpers and sanding belts

4614 +VAT .Gate hinges, Howsarlocks, door handles, 
letter boxes, door jammer, Yale night latch and 
padlock

4615 +VAT 3 way adapters, fuses, switches, electric 
pump, breakers, fuses, defender alarms and 
electrical sundries

4616 +VAT Large assortment of screws, nuts, bolts, 
nails, springs and other assorted fixings

4617 +VAT Furniture feet, brackets, Warning signs, 
clock mechanism, strimmer spool, casters and 
assorted hardware

4618 +VAT Door & cabinet handles, locks, hinges, 
combination key safe, padlocks etc

4619 +VAT Wire cutters, pliers, screwdrivers, Bosch 
charger, tape measures, digital calipers, drill 
bits, paint brushes and tooling

4620 +VAT Adhesives, silicones, adhesive tapes, 
strimmer line etc

4621 +VAT Plant feed, wood filler, paint, Awning & 
Tent cleaner, Epoxy putty, adhesive etc

4622 +VAT Funnel, multi tool blades & knives, 
chisels, sanding pads, files, builders line, 
pruners, scrapers and tooling

4623 +VAT Electric rising platform

4624 +VAT Vehicle spare parts including hand brake 
cables, filter, tuning box, bearings, strut mount, 
differential rollers, rear light casing, Lucas bulbs, 
mud guards, door lock actuator and sundry parts

4625 +VAT Vehicle spare parts including strut 
mounts, spark plugs, bearing, pump, lights, 
wheel nuts, rod end, window switch, vents, 
cabling etc

4626 +VAT 2 lengths of car felt underlay, seat pads, 
car organizer and wheelbarrow spare wheel

4627 +VAT Turtle Spray Wax, Snow Foam shampoo 
& Ceramic wash & wax together with a quantity 
of Monkey Juice spray bottles

4628 +VAT Bike & Motorbike maintenance products 
including Grime brake protector shields, Bike 
cleaner, Synthetic fluid, Tungsten lubricant, 
chain degreaser, wheel & spoke brushes etc

4629 +VAT Universal rear view mirror mounts, Belkin 
car charger and universal adapter

4630 +VAT Paint chip repair system, Power steering 
lubricant, glass cleaner, Fuel fit, flat washers, 
automatic gear leaver and an assortment of P R 
Racing remote control car spare parts

4631 +VAT Vehicle badges, stickers, warning signs 
and air fresheners

4632 +VAT Romin specialized & Aitken Odyssey 
bicycle saddle, Truflo Micro 3 and other bike 
pumps, inner tubes and cycle helmets,

4633 +VAT Motorbike & bicycle accessories including 
Sportex Apollo Size 10 motorcycle leather 
trousers, gloves, locks, bottom brackets, chains, 
puncture repair kit, pulley set etc

4634 +VAT Wireless car phone charger, GPS Zumo 
XT mounts, Blue Badge defender, Velo-Tool 
inflator and pro audio bullet tweeter

4635 +VAT Fox Halo 48K mAh power pack

4636 +VAT MotoPressor pocket pump, 12v 400 amp 
emergency jumpstart & power bank and Garmin 
nuvi

4637 +VAT Digital calipers, sockets, magnetic pickup, 
spanners, adjustable spanner, ratchet adapter, 
star key set etc

4638 +VAT Snap-on scan module EEMS300 and 
Snap-on 1/2" half moon spanner

4639 +VAT Beekeeper's suit with fencing hood 
(brown, size small)

5001 A Philips' 'Challenge Globe', 1961 
£20-30

5002 Edwardian chest of 2 over 2 drawers

5003 Glazed pine single door cupboard

5004 Reproduction set of keys plus a wall mounted 
bell

5005 Charles Wells plaster eagle

5006 Circular convex mirror with eagle finial

5007 Georgian oak bureau with 4 drawers under

5008 Print of Beaumaris Castle, North Wales

5009 Royal Doulton celadon style bowl
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5010 A Georgian walnut lowboy, the associated 
surface over three frieze drawers, a shaped 
apron and circular straight legs with pad feet, w. 
91 cm 
£50-80

5011 Carved and painted wooden figure of a clown

5012 A 19th century and later Near Eastern lacquer 
work box decorated with calligraphy and hunting 
scenes, w. 30 cm 
£40-60

5013 An 18th century and later oak and crossbanded 
mule chest with a lift-lid and four drawers below 
two faux drawers, on ogee feet, w. 145 cm 
£100-150

5014 A white glass oil lamp decorated with a portrait 
of Napoleon, h. 77 cm 
£30-50

5016 Three items of Royal Crown Derby Honeysuckle 
pattern ceramics comprising a ring stand, a 
trinket box and a bottle, one boxed, together 
with an earlier Derby narrow rectangular two 
handled dish (4) 
£40-60

5017 A pair of Royal Doulton ovoid vases, typically 
decorated with blossoming branches on a 
blue/buff ground, h. 29.5 cm (2) (af) 
£20-30

5018 A Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin clear glass 
carafe/decanter and stopper, h. 37 cm 
£30-50

5019 2 Dutchboy themed fire companion stands

5020 Victorian mirrorback chiffonier

5021 +VAT Pair of brown leather effect electric 
reclining armchairs

5022 +VAT Grey leather effect 2 seater electric 
reclining sofa

5023 Painted plaster figure of a chef

5024 Pair of Italian made parrot figures

5025 Late Victorian flame mahogany sideboard

5026 Brass figure of a camel and rider

5027 Dome topped anniversary clock (a/f)

5028 Pair of aeroplane propeller book ends

5029 Rolling stones wall plaque

5030 Mirror in decorative gilt frame

5031 Quantity of paintings and engravings to include 
thatched cottage, rural scenes, wheatfields, 
country church and RAF aeroplane

5032 Watercolour portrait study of a young girl

5033 English 1966 World Cup Winners wall plaque

5034 Oil on canvas of a Spanish town street

5036 Quantity of urban prints, botanical studies, 
picture frame and rural prints

5037 Leon Haffner gauche yacht at sea

5038 Bridget Jones's Diary film poster

5039 Quantity of paintings and watercolours to 
include village with stream, comical motoring 
print, oil on board, house and duck pond, 
grandparents and a map of Bedfordshire

5040 Watercolour of figures on beach

5041 Mirror in ornate frame

5042 Pair of oils on canvas of country scenes with 
sheep

5043 3 modern abstract wall hangings

5044 Pen drawing of lady in evening dress, 2 prints of 
ships and an engraving of a cathedral

5045 6 photographic steam train prints

5046 Pair of modern wall hangings depicting trees

5047 Venetian watercolour - the flower seller

5048 Coulson print of a Lancaster bomber

5049 3 futuristic car and motorcycle prints

5050 John Keenan watercolour of a cathedral interior

5051 Quantity of prints to include cityscape with 
church, still life with flowers, country scenes, tea 
card picture with birds and picture frames

5052 2 oval mirrors plus a narrow rectangular 
bevelled mirror

5053 Oil on canvas of Fingals Cave Staffa

5054 Quantity of oils on canvas incl. snowy 
mountains, figure on horse and composite shell 
picture

5055 Paul Bertram (1868-1951), 
A landscape and track, 
signed and dated 1902, 
watercolour, 
image 34 x 49 cm 
£30-50

5056 Circular bevelled mirror plus 2 rectangular 
mirrors

5057 Oil on canvas of river with woodland
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5058 After William Heath (1794-1840), 
'Morning, Noon, Night', 
hand-coloured engraving, 
published by Thomas McLean, 
image 26 x 36 cm 
£20-30

5059 19th Century English School, 
A landscape of a river and valley, 
monogram AR and dated '79, 
oil on canvas, 
image 62 x 49 cm 
£40-60

5060 Quantity of Tuscan prints

5061 Gabriel van Schnell (Dutch act.1908-1946), 
An archway, 
signed, 
etching, 
image 23 x 15 cm 
£20-30

5062 Print of still life with roses

5063 Quantity of prints to include coastal scenes, Van 
Gogh, alpine chalet plus girl with dog

5064 Cutlery canteen

5065 Oak stool

5066 Edwardian mahogany chest of 2 over 4 drawers

5067 Boule 4 ball set

5068 Painted plaster figure of girl in pink dress

5069 6 brushed metal chairs with fabric seats

5070 Large reclaimed pine table

5071 2 taxidermists ducks

5072 A pair of French faience candlesticks, typically 
decorated with floral motifs, h. 16 cm, together 
with a similar armorial dish (3) 
£30-50

5073 A small Capo di Monte mirror of oval form, 
decorated with a pair of chreubs above a foliate 
border, h. 17 cm 
£30-50

5074 2 painted tin trunks

5075 George Baxter (1804-1867), 
Two coloured prints titled: 
'News from Home (Australia)', No. 195 and 
'News from Australia' No. 196, max image size 
11.5 x 14.5 cm (2) 
£10-20

5076 Inlaid Vienna style wall clock

5077 George Baxter (1804-1867), 
Two coloured prints depicting interior and 
exterior views of the Crystal Palace 1851 Great 
Exhibition, Nos. 162 and 163, 
together with 'The Crystal Palace, New York', 
No. 189, max image size 14 x 32 cm (3) 
£20-30

5078 5 carved cat figures

5079 6 carved wooden dog figures

5080 Oak dropside table

5081 2 elm seated chairs, bow back armchair plus 2 
oak chairs with strung seats

5082 Late Victorian dropside table

5083 Mahogany dropside table plus 2 chairs with 
floral pink upholstery

5084 Bent cane 3 tier whatnot stand

5086 6 wicker baskets

5087 Painted 1950's dolls pram

5088 Pine blanket box

5089 Single door corner cupboard with carved panel

5090 Balloon back bedroom chair with upholstered 
seat

5091 Reproduction mahogany single drawer console 
table

5092 Pair of serpentine fronted 4 drawer cabinets

5093 Metal figure of a cat

5094 Large studio pottery vase

5095 Certificate with wax seal

5096 1950's enamelled kitchen sideboard

5097 Resin figure - Masai warrior with child

5098 Pair of pine benchers

5099 Carved wooden figure of a sleeping cat

5100 6 cat figures

5101 Painted sideboard

5102 Wooden cart with horse plus a quantity of horse 
brasses

5103 Arts & Crafts style dressing chest

5104 Painted three drawer bedside cabinet

5105 Painted and mirrored bedside cabinet

5106 Satin walnut chest of two over two drawers

5107 Wind out late Victorian dining table with two 
extra leaves and six chairs
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5108 Pair of carved Edwardian floral upholstered 
chairs

5109 4 x Edwardian dining chairs with floral drop-in 
seats

5110 Green fabric bow back armchair

5111 Vintage wooden foldaway bed tray

5112 Edwardian sideboard with carved panels

5113 Brass bird cage

5114 Georgian mahogany bureau with four drawers 
under

5115 Carved armchair with blue fabric cushion and 
backrest

5116 Elm coffee table

5117 Coffee table with map of the world insert

5118 Floral tile topped coffee table

5119 3 x painted wooden bedside cabinets

5120 Brass table lamp with shade

5121 Reproduction mahogany extending dining table

5122 Jali dressing chest

5123 C. T. Courtney Lewis: two titles 'George Baxter-
Colour Printers His Life and Work' and 'The 
Picture Printer of the Nineteenth Century' (2) 
£10-20

5124 A set of four Davenport shallow bowls, each gilt 
decorated with blue floral motifs on a white 
ground, d. 26 cm (4) 
£20-30

5125 Satin walnut dressing chest

5126 Three Royal Dux figures, each modelled as 
dancer wearing a blue skirt, max h. 30.5 cm (3) 
(af) 
£60-100

5127 Pine dresser

5128 George Baxter (1804-1867), 
Two coloured prints titled: 
'Review of the British Fleet at Portsmouth' No. 
197 and 
'Charge of the British Troops to Windlesham' 
No. 198, max image size 12 x 24.5 cm (2) 
£20-30

5129 Pair of Stag chest of drawers

5130 2 x pine chests of drawers plus a single drawer 
bedside cabinet

5131 3 x Georgian dining chairs

5132 Large upholstered seat

5133 Sepik river mask, grass skirt, club, two 
ornamental spears and a Malayan dagger

5134 Reproduction yew twin pedestal desk

5135 Tile topped teak coffee table

5136 Oak two drawer desk

5137 Nest of three reproduction tables

5138 5 x metal and pine wine racks

5139 An early 20th century moulded glass chandelier 
with floral motifs and drops, h. 41 cm 
£15-20

5140 Pine cheval mirror

5141 Pair of lime washed folio holders

5142 Georgian mahogany single drawer desk

5143 Wicker picnic basket

5144 +VAT Painted double door cupboard with carved 
panels

5145 Nathan style bureau

5146 Button back swivel office chair

5147 Late Victorian extending oval dining table

5148 Green fabric nursing chair

5149 Oval dining table plus 4 x upholstered and 
carved chairs

5150 Parker Knoll open armchair

5151 Edwardian octagonal side table with second tier

5152 Circular coffee table with copper insert

5153 Red leather effect button back armchair

5154 G Plan nest of three tables

5155 Square pine lamp table

5156 Onyx and chromed musical cigarette dispenser

5157 (2) Painted glass carboy

5158 Regency style bow fronted sideboard

5159 Mahogany kneehole desk with leather surface

5160 Pair of wooden and metal stools

5161 Glazed pine double door display cabinet

5162 Mahogany regency sideboard

5163 Figure of a lady

5164 Pie crust tripod side table

5166 Edwardian three drawer desk

5167 Bow back armchair with bergere seat
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5168 Oak finished chest of six drawers plus a 
matching single door bedside cabinet

5169 Pine corner unit with drawer and second tier

5170 Painted rocking horse

5171 Pair of pine three drawer bedside cabinets

5172 Oak chest of three drawers

5173 Edwardian piano stool with fall front music 
holder

5174 Modern pine triple wardrobe

5175 Modern pine chest of five drawers

5176 Lime washed oak drop side table plus four 
chairs

5177 Painted French dressing table with three 
panelled mirror

5178 Upholstered X-shaped stool

5179 Cherry finished chest of five drawers plus a 
matching three drawer bedside cabinet

5180 Natural wood plant stand

5181 Three panel dressing table mirror plus two wall 
mirrors

5182 Brass six branch ceiling light

5183 Large oak twin pedestal desk

5184 Camel seat

5185 3 x upholstered footstools

5186 Pair of painted Ercol armchairs

5187 Beech rocking chair

5188 Brown fabric two seater sofa

5189 Lava lamp plus pine framed mirror and dressing 
table mirror

5190 Brass five branch ceiling light

5191 2 x metal floor lamps

5192 Brass stick stand

5193 Pair of modern pine three drawer bedside 
cabinets

5194 Modern pine triple wardrobe

5195 Bag with quantity of shoe brushes and polish

5196 Pair of Chinese inspired three drawer bedside 
cabinets

5197 Modern pine effect dressing table

5198 Reproduction yew entertainment unit plus coffee 
table

5199 Quantity of pottery goblets plus decanter

5200 +VAT 2 x grey quilted fabric bar stools plus 2 x 
boxed (A/F)

5201 Reproduction nest of 3 tables

5202 Pair of Ercol armchairs

5203 Oak table top writing slope

5204 Elm drop side table

5206 Oak nest of 3 tables

5207 Painted 2 drawer bedside cabinet

5208 Oak telephone seat

5209 Vintage German flag

5210 Comical picture with 4 cats after Louis Wain

5211 5 wrought iron dining chairs plus a wine rack

5212 Full front students bureau with bookcase over 
and under

5213 Victorian open bookcase

5214 Large quantity of prints and picture frames to 
include winter scenery, ballerina, birds, urban 
and rural prints etc

5215 Quantity of prints to include cries of London, 
laughing cavalier, cityscape and an embroidery

5216 Over mantle in floral gilt frame

5217 Quantity of prints to include the cricket match, 
country church, still life with flowers and rural 
prints

5218 Pine cheval mirror

5219 4 modern pine chests of 3 drawers

5220 (4) Floral carpet runner

5221 (3) Louis De Poortere red floral carpet

5222 (6) Woolen floral carpet with central medallion 
and ivory background

5223 (5) Woolen carpet with bird and animal pattern

5224 Brown fabric 2 seater sofa with matching 
armchair and foot stool

5225 Bent cane rocking chair

5226 3 pots containing artificial bamboo flowers and 
plants

5227 +VAT Grey, silver and cream carpet

5228 +VAT Grey, silver and cream carpet

5229 +VAT Navy blue, cream and silver carpet

5230 +VAT Navy blue, cream and silver carpet

5231 +VAT Silver and grey carpet

5232 Teak 2 tier tea trolley with detachable tray
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5233 Carved tripod side table plus a small stool

5234 Bird cage with stand

5236 Pine double door hanging cupboard with shelf 
under

5237 Small reproduction yew chest of 2 over 3 
drawers

5238 5 wicker baskets

5239 7 vintage radios

5240 Edwardian chaise lounge with brown fabric

5241 +VAT Grey and cream carpet

5242 Large maroon floral carpet

5243 4 upholstered Georgian dining chairs

5244 Whip, carved African staff and a wooden wall 
hanging

5245 Pair of Edwardian bedroom chairs (AF)

5246 Oak and glazed scientific scales case

5247 Large wooden storage box

5248 Harris Childs pram

5249 Folding table with carved surface

5250 Circular table with chromed base and 2 bent 
wood chairs

5251 Brass fire curb

5252 Beech armchair

5253 Harley Quinn set of 4 beech stick back dining 
chairs to include 2 carvers

5254 Chromed tripod floor lamp

5255 Carved Edwardian and upholstered easy chair

5256 2 domed topped mantle clocks

5258 Georgian oak single door corner cupboard

5259 Jali narrow open bookcase with drawers to the 
side

5260 +VAT Grey carpet

5261 Pair of beveled mirror in pine frames

5262 2 beveled mirrors in pine frames

5263 Pair of beveled mirrors in pine frames

5264 Oil on board study of lady in pink dress

5265 Water colour of girl with apple

5266 Print of lady in black hat, religious child print and 
an abstract with cockerel and chicken

5267 Embroidery of the lace maker

5268 Pastel drawing by Vic Andrews of a cheetah

5269 2 mirrors in pine frames

5270 +VAT Dark wood dining table (AF)

5271 Painted wickerwork floor lamp column

5272 Cherry finished dining table

5273 Sheraton style armchair, bedroom chair with 
wicker seat plus a chair with trouser press to the 
back

5274 Lime washed floor lamp with floral shade

5276 Brass finished 3 branched floor lamp

5277 Jali chest with beaten brass decoration

5278 Brass warming pan

5279 Pot cupboard with marble surface

5280 Wall tapestry of mare and foal

5281 Woolen mat

5282 Reproduction mahogany 2 tier console table 
plus a tripod plant stand

5283 Pair of highback dining chairs

5284 Beech 2 tier television stand with 2 drawers 
under

5285 Adjustable towel rail and soap dispenser

5286 Green rexine childs armchair

5287 Painted coffee table

5288 Wrought iron wine rack

5289 Dome topped trinket box

5290 +VAT 6 darkwood and grey leather effect dining 
chairs

5291 2 mirrors in decorative gilt frames

5292 Brown leather 3 seater sofa

5293 Painted toy garage forecourt

5294 Brass 6 branch ceiling light

5295 Pine double door hanging cupboard

5296 +VAT 2 boxes containing TV stand parts (a/f)

5297 Pair of framed and glazed rural engravings of 
children with cattle and donkey

5298 +VAT Grey suede effect modular 5 piece corner 
suite

5299 +VAT Grey diamond patterned mat

5300 Walnut finished 5 tier whatnot stand

5301 Oak barley twist side table

5302 Modern pine tripod side table and a circular 
coffee table
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5303 Pair of dining chairs with bergere backs

5304 A Victorian balloon back dining chair

5305 1950's rexine chair

5306 Japanese style jewellery box

5307 Heavily carved oak coffer

5308 Circular pine lamp table

5309 Brushed metal wall light

5310 Floral patterned table lamp

5311 Georgian mahogany work box with shelf and 
drawer under

5312 2 wicker waste paper baskets plus log basket

5313 Box containing silver plate and pewter plus 
shallow dishes

5314 Oak blanket box

5315 Upholstered Georgian carver chair

5316 Pine wash stand with cupboard under

5317 +VAT Box containing 2 table lamps, AF

5318 Dark oak 2 tier tea trolley with drop sides

5319 Harlequin set of beech dining chairs with strung 
seats

5320 Painted French armchair

5321 Oak Georgian bureau with 4 drawers under

5322 Pine corner what not stand

5323 2 oval mirrors plus a mirror in brass frame

5324 +VAT Grey suede effect 3 seater sofa

5325 +VAT Grey leather effect corner suite in 2 
sections

5326 Boxed circulation booster and paper 
lampshades

5327 2 vintage storage cases

5328 Print of a Parisian shop front plus a large qty of 
cat, whale and other animal prints

5329 Mahogany hanging cupboard with mirrored 
doors

5330 Knight shaped 3 piece companion set to include 
the stand

5331 An aesthetic movement side table

5332 Adjustable piano stool

5333 Reproduction yew hifi cabinet plus an 
entertainment unit

5334 2 wooden stools, large candlestick, pottery 
vases and carved wooden figures

5336 12 drawer tool chest

5337 Oak tile topped coffee table

5338 Cheval mirror with inner jewellery case

5339 7 canvas and leather vintage travelling cases

5340 5 vintage leather travelling cases

5341 Edwardian piano stool with hinged seat

5342 Carved wooden elephant

5343 Kitchen island with stainless steel surface, 
cupboard and drawer under

5344 Lemonade dispenser on stand

5345 Serpentine fronted narrow chest of 6 drawers

5346 4 heavily carved dining chairs with upholstered 
seats

5347 Modern pine chest of 4 over 4 drawers plus a 3 
drawer bedside cabinet

5348 Pine stool, 2 drawer storage cabinet and 2 pine 
blanket boxes

5349 Single door cupboard with carved panels and 3 
tier what not stand

5350 Reproduction walnut bureau with 2 drawers 
under

5351 +VAT Pair of grey leather effect reclining 
armchairs, AF

5352 Red carpet

5353 +VAT Grey and beige carpet

5354 *Withdrawn*

5355 Industrial metal double door wardrobe

5356 Oak double door wardrobe

5357 +VAT Glazed display cabinet on metal base

5358 Charlie coffee table with drawers under

5359 Box containing snooker cues, balls, accessories 
and a score board

5360 +VAT Rectangular bevelled mirror in decorative 
painted frame

5361 Marks & Spencers grey, beige and green mat

5362 Qty of paintings and prints to include study of a 
lady, hunting scene, lake, early bi-plane and 
shop frontage

5363 7 pine ammunition boxes

5364 Framed and glazed print, townscape with cart 
and church in background

5365 Beech adjustable artists easel
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5366 Circular dark wood table and 2 maroon floral 
fabric chairs

5367 Rectangular bevelled mirror in wooden frame 
plus a photographic print, lake and jetty

5368 +VAT Grey fabric corner suite in 2 sections plus 
a matching ottoman

5369 +VAT Grey fabric corner suite in 2 sections plus 
a matching ottoman, boxed, AF

5370 Oak drawer leaf table plus 6 chairs with bergere 
back rests, AF

5371 Glazed Victorian single door corner cupboard

5372 Carved Edwardian chaise longue in pink fabric

5373 Pine corner unit and a Georgian single door 
corner cupboard

5374 Open oak bookcase with drawer and shelf over

5376 Jali coffee table

5377 James Bond film poster

5378 Glazed single door bookcase

5379 Oil on canvas, village street with fruit seller, 
buildings in background

5380 Bundle of walking sticks

5381 John Player cigarette card picture with 
speedway riders

5382 2 Vincent and Excelsior motorbike advertising 
signs

5383 Pair of ornamental flintlock pistols

5384 (1) 3 crucifixes

5385 Qty of picture frames and mirrors

5386 Photographic print - snowy mountains and 
Gillray satirical print

5387 4 Mucha mirrors

5388 Rectangular mirror in pine frame

5389 A painted wooden box containing a selection of 
Meccano pieces and manuals, box w. 38 cm 
£40-60

5390 Cramer ships piano

5391 Box containing vintage hand bags

5392 Bag containing soft toys

5393 Bag containing a qty of furs

5394 3 boxes of steam train related reference books

5396 George Baxter (1804-1867), 
Eleven coloured prints of children titled: 
'So Nice', No. 267, 
'Christmas Time', No. 261, 
'Copper your Honour', No. 350, 
'So Nasty', No. 263, 
'The Morning Call', No. 360, 
'Prince of Wales', No. 211, 
'So Tired', No. 271, 
'Boy Throwing Stones at Ducks', No. 67, 
'Come Pretty Robin', No. 349, 
'Me Warm Now', No. 265 and 
'See Saw Marjorie Daw', No. 268, various sizes 
(11) 
£50-80

5397 Cased Jones sewing machine

5398 3 boxes containing collectors plates, quartz 
clock, alarm clock, brassware and jasperware

5399 2 stacks of jigsaw puzzles

5400 Box containing a qty of glass milk bottles

5401 Box containing reference books on British 
royalty and military campaigns to include The 
Great War and the life of Edward VII

5402 Bag and 3 boxes containing vinyl records

5403 Floral patterned jardiniere

5404 Box containing brassware to include trivet, 
kettles, nutcracker and ornaments

5405 George Baxter (1804-1867), 
Ten coloured prints of historical figures titled: 
'Robert Peel', No. 220, 
'Rafaralahy', No. 101, 
'Vah-Ta-Ah Feejeean Princess', No. 88, 
'Duke of Wellington', No. 226, 
'Lord Nelson', No. 222, 
'Queen Victoria', No. 203, 
'Napoleon I', No. 224, 
'Queen Victoria', No. 208, 
'Prince Albert', No. 205 and 
'Jenny Lind, Daughter of the Regiment', No. 219, 
various sizes (10) 
£50-80

5406 Cased sewing machine (a/f)

5407 Cased travelling typewriter

5408 Box containing studio pottery vase, footwarmer, 
bedpan and a whiskey bottle

5409 Box containing Pelham Puppet and Triang 
scenery

5410 Box containing coffee mugs, glass fruit bowl and 
a decanter
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5411 Box containing a quartz clock, glassware and 
china vases

5412 Table lamp with figure to the column

5413 Pair of petrol tin table lamps

5414 Cut glass and brass table lamp

5416 Box containing a quantity of general service 
buttons

5417 Large quantity of metalware to include book 
press, fire dogs, pale, coal scuttles and a kettle

5418 Box containing a moulded glass fruit bowl, 
commemorative ware, export crockery, 
glassware, decanter and teaspoons

5419 Cased Singer electric sewing machine

5420 Box containing a quantity of floral patterned 
Colclough crockery

5421 Box containing wine and sherry glasses

5422 Box containing DVD's and video cassettes

5423 Box containing vintage telephones, video 
cassettes and household ornaments

5424 Sewing box plus a cased sewing machine

5425 2 boxes of DVD's

5426 Artists easel and quantity of paints

5427 2 boxes containing jugs, coffee mugs, mixing 
bowls and general crockery

5428 Box containing a quantity of country patterned 
Adams crockery

5429 Dolls house

5430 Vintage radio plus a turntable

5431 2 boxes containg Bburago, Corgi and other die 
cast toys

5432 2 boxes containing rose patterned crockery, 
cups and saucers, teapot and dishes

5433 Box containing 7'' vinyl records

5434 2 embroided footstools

5435 Box containing Border Fine Art figures

5436 Box containing loose cutlery, commemorative 
mugs, sauce bottles and a sherry glass

5437 Quantity of Readers Digest and folio society 
novels

5438 2 boxes of Leonard Collection and Border Fine 
Art figures

5439 Cased Singer sewing machine

5440 Box containing a camera, playing cards, 
glassware, magazines and games plus 2 
walking sticks

5441 Box containing loose cutlery

5442 Box containing a glass and brass ceiling lantern 
plus a pair of 2 branch brass wall lights

5443 Beech artists easel

5444 2 boxes containing milk bottles

5445 2 boxes containing silver plate, collectors plates 
and a novelty teapot

5446 3 boxes containing military reference books

5447 Case containing shoe lasts and a train themed 
doorstop

5448 2 family Bibles

5449 Box containing a wall mounted bell, brass trivet 
and clocks

5450 3 boxes containing costume jewellery, ceramic 
and silver plated milk jugs, candlesticks, treen 
and general crockery

5451 2 boxes containing blue and white and other 
crockery, bellows, household goods and 
ornaments

5452 2 boxes containing CD's and DVD's

5453 Box of DVD's

5454 Bag of CD's and DVD's

5455 Copper finished milk churn

5456 Childs toy garden diorama

5457 3 boxes containing Arsenal and other Premier 
League football programmes

5458 Childs toy garden diorama

5459 Box containing 2 toy clowns

5460 Box containing moulded plastic traintrack 
scenery

5461 Box containing Shellac records

5462 Bag of vinyl records

5463 Tripod plus a picture light

5464 Box of vinyl records

5465 Box containing glassware and floral patterned 
crockery

5466 Large quantity of prints and paintings inc, 
highland lock, rural and urban scenes, plus nude 
bather, and floral pictures

5467 Collection of Bradford Exchange and other 
collectors plates

5468 Blue and white meat platter

5469 2 boxes of reference books and novels
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5470 3 boxes containing books and royalty, childrens 
annuals, biographies and reference books

5471 Lamp formed from a fire extinguisher

5472 2 cased Singer sewing machines

5473 2 boxes containing ordnance survey maps, 
childrens books and novels

5474 Large quantity of German floral patterned 
crockery

5476 Floral patterned 2 tier cake stand, butter knives 
and a lady ornament

5477 Quantity of cooking pots

5478 Box containing woodworking and aeronautical 
magazines

5479 2 boxes of vinyl records

5480 Box containing a quantity of Alfred Meakin 
Caledonia patterned crockery

5481 2 boxes containing blue coloured glass and a 
quantity of ornaments

5482 2 prints and a watercolour of boats at sea

5483 Box containing Giles annuals

5484 Box containing dolls

5485 2 boxes containing 7'' vinyl records

5486 2 boxes of vinyl records

5487 Box containing the works of Shakespeare

5488 3 boxes containing Thunderbirds Tracy Island 
plus other plastic scenery

5489 3 rectangular mirrors

5490 Quantity of modern wall hangings, print of a tiger 
and a print of a cow

5491 Watercolour of matador and bull by D.Romero

5492 American drop dial wall clock

5493 Edwardian barometer

5494 Russian print of snowy landscape with woodland

5495 +VAT Dormeo memory foam single bed 
mattress

5496 +VAT Dormeo memory foam single bed 
mattress

5497 +VAT Doremo 4ft 6 memory foam mattress 
(used, a/f)

5498 +VAT Doremo 4ft 6 memory foam mattress 
(used, a/f)

5499 +VAT 5ft mattress

5500 +VAT 5ft mattress

5501 +VAT 5ft mattress

5502 +VAT 5ft mattress

5503 +VAT 5ft mattress

5504 Box containing 24 volumes of Scotts Waverly 
novels

5505 Box containing tumblers, wine glasses, salt and 
pepper set plus ramekins

5506 Box containing Spanish Pontesa patterned 
crockery

5507 2 boxes containing cookery books and antique 
guides

5508 3 boxes containing childrens annuals, 
magazines and novels

5509 5 boxes containing household goods incl. hymn 
books, copper and brass ware, carved wooden 
figure, vases, water jug, teapots and egg cups

5510 Box containing a model of a sailing ship, carved 
wooden figures, book ends and general treen

5511 4 boxes containing Colclough and other floral 
patterned crockery plus anniversary clock

5512 Box containing soft toys

5513 5 boxes containing ornaments, dragonfly 
patterned table lamp, glass ware plus clown and 
lady figures

5514 7 boxes containing CDs

5515 2 boxes containing beer stein, ornamental 
figures, soup tureen, coffee mugs, crockery and 
ornaments

5516 Box containing novels and stainless steel dishes

5517 Pair of pastel blue cherry blossom patterned 
curtains

5518 +VAT 2 grey lamp tables

5519 Box containing table cloths and loose cutlery

5520 +VAT 2 boxes containing furniture parts

5521 Box containing dish cloths

5522 Set of kitchen scales and weights

5523 Box containing gardening books, atlas, books on 
serial killers, carved wooden ornament and 
ceramics

5524 Boxed set of 6 babycham glasses

5526 3 boxes containing household goods incl. floral 
patterned cushions, lanterns, Christmas 
ornaments, lamp shades and appliances

5527 Box containing ornamental figures, butterfly and 
floral patterned vase plus Ivorex plaque

5528 Box containing CDs
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5529 2 table lamps with figures to the column and 
Himalayan salt lamp

5530 Box containing Masons Regency patterned 
crockery

5531 2 boxes containing Villeroy & Boch crockery

5532 3 boxes containing pottery, coffee service, butter 
dish, tureens, vases and studio pottery

5533 4 boxes containing coloured glass vases, studio 
pottery and carnival glass fish

5534 2 boxes containing wine and sherry glasses plus 
jug and decanter

5535 2 boxes containing large quantity of Noritake 
Longwood patterned crockery

5536 Cage containing quantity of paperweights and 
ornaments

5537 5 boxes and seat containing ornamental cat and 
other figures, Indian side table with folding base, 
glass ware and household goods

5538 Cage containing childrens trucks and trailers

5539 Cage containing carved wooden figures, brass 
ornaments, horn beaker and water buffalo horn

5540 4 painted rustic pine chairs

5541 Cage containing Capodimonte figure, modern 
China vase, glass ware, stamps and studio 
pottery

5542 Cage containing ornamental figures, coffee cups 
and saucers plus Japanese sugar bowl

5543 Cage containing enamelled silver ware incl. 
dressing table set, ash trays and pill boxes

5544 Cage containing brooches

5545 4 volumes; The Life and Times of Queen 
Victoria

5546 Cage containing ginger jar, paperweights, 
cottage teapot and commemorative ware

5547 2 plastic crates

5548 4'6" Dormeo memory foam mattress

5549 6 Skovby chairs

5550 Cage containing bobbins and lace pillow

5551 Cage containing pen knives, carpenters plane, 
trinket box and beer stein

5552 Cage containing pot lids, pill boxes, glass ware 
and dishes

5553 5 boxes containing reference books incl. The 
Cambridge Review, Index Society Reports, 
dictionaries and geography reference books

5554 Cage containing candle sticks, silver plate and 
clock

5555 Cage containing clip on earrings and costume 
jewellery

5556 2 hotel plate hot water jugs

5557 Cage containing wine glasses, vases and fruit 
bowl

5558 Cage containing die cast cars, wind up royalty 
figures and motorbikes

5559 Cage containing 6 Lladro and Nao figures

5560 Cage containing Royal Worcester Evesham 
Vale crockery

5561 Cage containing jewellery boxes and quantity of 
costume jewellery

5562 Cage containing Lladro style figures, Beswick 
labrador, soap stone animals, crockery and 
china

5563 Portmeirion Magic City patterned coffee service

5564 Studio pottery coffee service

5565 Cage containing resin water buffalo, collectors 
plates and floral patterned crockery

5566 Cage containing Victorian spoon warmer, 
candlesticks, water jug, hard stone figure and 
stereoscope slides

5567 2 boxes containing glass decanter, ornamental 
figures and stands

5568 Cage containing Lladro and other figures plus 
Wedgwood china

5569 5 commemorative mugs plus quantity of royalty 
ephemera

5570 Cage containing Royal Albert Old Country Rose 
patterned crockery

5571 Cage containing costume jewellery

5572 Studio pottery part coffee service

5573 Cage containing postcards, playing cards and 
ephemera

5574 2 under bays containing Tri-Ang carriages, 
Hornby electric train set plus die cast toys

5575 Cage containing Lima and Corgi engines and 
carriages

5576 Cage containing watches and costume jewellery

5577 Cage containing large glass vase plus Abbott 
stamping machine

5578 6 café style stick back chairs

5579 Cage containing loose cutlery

5580 Cage containing Shelley crockery

5581 Cage containing loose cutlery and empty cutlery 
canteen
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5582 Cage containing ornamental figures

5583 Cage containing collectors plates

5584 Cage containing pair of binoculars

5585 Cage containing lantern plus cat, teddy bear and 
Sylvac figure

5586 Cage containing coins, costume jewellery and 
motorbike pictures

5587 Cage containing large ornamental posy

5588 Large quantity of jigsaw puzzles

5589 Under bay containing household goods incl. 
kitchen vessels, cash tin, roasting pan, glass 
ware and mugs

5590 Cage containing floral patterned J&G Meakin 
crockery

5591 Cage containing pictures, hip flask, loose 
cutlery, watches, crested ware, bank nots and 
costume jewellery

5592 Cage containing 4 car badges

5593 Cage containing costume jewellery

5594 Cage containing sherry glasses, floral patterned 
crockery and glassware

5595 Cage containing spinning reels

5596 Cage containing floral patterned crockery plus 
Doulton teacups and ornamental ducks

5597 Cage containing sherry and wine glasses plus 
glass figures

5598 Cage containing 4 stamp albums

5599 American tin military helmet

5600 4 upholstered Victorian dining chairs

5601 Cage containing Bunnykins and other Royal 
Doulton figures

5602 Cage containing geodes and 3 Himalayan salt 
lamps

5603 Cage containing binoculars

5604 Embroidery plus quantity of urban and rural 
prints

5605 2 boxes containing DVDs

5606 Cage containing collectors plates, 2 studio 
pottery vases, carpenters planes and spoons

5607 Cage containing Hummel figures

5608 Cage containing Toby jugs plus Royal Doulton 
frost pine crockery

5609 Cage containing Royal Coppenhagen figure of 
girl with cat plus large platters and china

5610 European figure of courting couple

5611 Cage containing sheepdog figures

5612 Box containing track and controllers

5613 Cage containing Losol ware Claremont 
patterned crockery

5614 Cage containing silver and silver plate incl. 
brushes and mirrors, dishes, ale mug, 
candlesticks and butter knives

5615 Cage containing ornamental cat and other 
figures

5616 Cream painted metal single bedstead

5617 +VAT 4'6" grey fabric bedstead (AF)

5618 Set of scales, 2 typewriters and projector
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